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I’ll tell you what’s up. Late May, I (Leah) was not looking forward to creating this issue. I had 

most of the articles and pictures collected and had finally begun to get to work piecing this puzzle 

together—that’s what it is, a big puzzle that, when finished, frames a lovely vision of how to be in 

the present to create the future we desire—but I wasn’t feeling it, and I LOVE puzzles. 

Something was stuck and growing stagnant.  

I considered ditching the entire thing. I mean this magazine. It’s not like we have any readers. (Is 

anyone reading this now? Please let us know).  Who are we writing to and what benefit are we hav-

ing, anyway? Where’s our path and purpose? Have we gone off course?  

The original intent of this quarterly magazine, which morphed from a monthly newsletter called 

“What’s Up With Omni?” was intended to chronicle the growth of our family and the Omni Foun-

dation, our non-profit company, while sharing the knowledge, wisdom and guidance of others of 

like mind, on the things we care about most, such as holistic well-being, spirituality, community 

and regenerative living.  

I guess we’ve been doing that all along, but something was lacking. I don’t mean more content, I 

mean more authenticity and simplicity. We were spreading our reach for content out in too many 

directions, lacking focus, flow, ease and pleasure, and as a result, we (read, “I”) complicated things.  

So, instead of adding even more pages and a wider variety of content in this issue, we’ve decided to 

simplify and narrow our focus and add more of our own voice and perspective, which we’ve mostly 

kept silent about, for fear of becoming controversial. But we can no longer silence this major part of 

who we are and what we believe. If we want to be true to the holistic nature and purpose of this 

magazine to share the story and message, then we must share the story and the message. 

All that being said, Omni Vision will still include all the great articles on regenerative, holistic liv-

ing, and share the services, service opportunities and servant-hearted people we connect with.  

  

If you’d like to be a part of this journey in 

some way or other, read through these pages 

and see how you can get involved. From do-

nating, purchasing, submitting, subscribing, 

investing, joining and more, you can be part of 

making this vision a reality in your own life!  

Love, Peace and Infinite Blessings to you all!  

Return to Contents 

Cameron and  Leah Kirrane 

http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
http://www.ubuntucivicsacademy.com/
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#LeahKirrane                                                                                                           

~ Why?  Because mine is the only story I truly know. 

 

 

https://www.leahkirrane.com/blog
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In less than two weeks I will step into the other side of the century.  

A place where I finally feel fit to embrace my essence,  

And shamelessly share who I Am. 

My dues have been paid, a worthy investment.  

No complaints, no regrets, no demands. 

Only Gratitude for the All that has made me who I Am.  

Now, I can say with Authority: 

I Am an elder. 

I Am a soother of souls and a mover of minds. 

I Am an expression of the Divine. 

I Am a channel of Earth, Angels and God. 

I Am a vessel of Peace, Light and Love. 

I Am a seeker, in search of my Source, while I course within its being. 

I Am a poet, a prophet, a priestess, a mystic, a sage and a queen.  

I Am an artist and healer in one, I heal with my words, my voice and my song. 

I heal with the energy flowing within,  

The Fire, the Earth, the Water, the Wind. 

I Am a bridge between Heaven and Earth 

I Am here to give birth to new Life. 

I Am here to help open the ears, mouths and eyes of the deaf and the dumb and the blind 

To speak Truth to the lies and life to the dehumanized. 

I Am here to speak freedom to the oppressed. 

I Am blessed to be free, and I give myself freely 

That others may hear and that others may see  

and receive and believe in their own Sovereignty.  

I Am. 

~ Leah Kirrane 

Who I Am at 50 
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Thanks for reading #LeahKirrane! Why that name? I 
know, it sounds vain.  But, I figure, mine is the only story 

I  truly know how to tell. Plus, it has a nice ring to it, 

don’t you think?     

I’d love to connect with you.  You can find this blog 

along with my books, music and poetry at 
www.leahkirrane.com. All of  our products are available 

for a donation to The Omni Foundation.  And you can 

also connect with me on 

these platforms.  

Return to Contents 

Stay tuned for two new songs out soon! 

 

“Go With the Flow” and “Water” 

 

“Water” will be used in an effort to raise funds for a sustainable   

water development project for God’s Will Children Foundation,      

in Uganda.  

https://www.wix.com/dashboard/16e329b6-e0ac-4b88-a913-66b7c41370da/blog/drafts/search/.hash.leahkirrane?referralInfo=sidebar
https://web.facebook.com/leahkirrane
https://www.instagram.com/leahkirrane/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5poD98r96ulgS-jRBCvFmw?view_as=subscriber
mailto:leahkirranebooksandmusic@gmail.com
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
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Have you checked out my vooks? 

Volumes I, II and III 

Download for A donation here 

Each picture below is linked to a corresponding YouTube video 

https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnH6WCkbobE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMO_LqO0wmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_A6z0pqGyc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtYlAekrCPU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HdZvFMq_lw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWfnF6ol8ps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5qVZ-OyVMU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjPu-ADcShA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6BqqKtSMJI
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ERIK RITTENBERRY  

 

EVERYTHING HAS BEEN FIGURED OUT EXCEPT            

HOW TO LIVE.  

Looking In 

Photo: Kavan Cardoza 

https://erikrittenberry.wordpress.com/
https://erikrittenberry.wordpress.com/2021/05/22/YOURE-PAINFULLY-ALIVE-IN-A-DRUGGED-AND-DYING-CULTURE/
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YOU’RE PAINFULLY ALIVE IN A 

DRUGGED AND DYING CULTURE 

May 22, 2021

It’s quiet here in the early dawn and no one’s around. Just the way I like it. I’m sitting on a bench, 

sipping black coffee on an old dock looking out over the ancient lake. I watch with an incredible 

sense of serenity as the fog dies out with the rising sun. There’s a peculiar stillness here this morn-

ing. 

 

The sky grows lighter and lighter. A subtle breeze makes small ripples on the water. The fish jump 

and splash and the birds chirp and flutter and everything seems joyous and harmonious. The great 

hum of life. 

Behind me, the world is not so joyous and harmonious. 

Behind me is a society teetering on the edge of all-out madness; a society of half-asleep people com-

pletely entangled in a web of false narratives and social fictions. A semiconscious society of disen-

franchised people at war with each other over manufactured illusions and irrational beliefs — peo-

ple completely alienated from each other, from themselves, from the TRUTH. 

“Every realm of society is permeated with falsity and falsification,” as the great Henry Miller remind-

ed us so many years ago. He’s still right. Probably more today than ever. 

As the morning unfolds the commotion begins much like the day before. Alarm clocks fire off. The 

TV’s flick-on and the news prompts us as to what we should be afraid of today. Antagonizing head-

lines heave us into a partisan frenzy before we even step foot in the shower. No one cares too 

much about the TRUTH because our minds are already made up. 

This is the modern world. 

The water splashes the face. The coffee is brewed. The social media is checked and updated and the 

emails are read over breakfast. Tired and heavily medicated souls make their way onto the billboard

-littered highway to inch along in bumper-to-bumper traffic to a job they despise. 

 

“It’s a disease. Nobody thinks or feels or cares any more;  
nobody gets excited or believes in anything except their  

own comfortable little God damn mediocrity.” 
— Richard Yates 

https://erikrittenberry.wordpress.com/2021/05/22/youre-painfully-alive-in-a-drugged-and-dying-culture/
https://www.intellectualtakeout.org/blog/reality-most-people-dont-care-about-truth/
https://www.staffsquared.com/blog/why-85-of-people-hate-their-jobs/
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The kids are dropped off at their prison-like edu-
cation camps where they are segregated by age 
and forced to submit to an outdated national cur-
riculum concocted up by some inept bureaucratic 
process. And it’s here, where the inherent curios-
ities of little unique individuals are smashed out, 
and their little minds are molded and standard-
ized and taught the “virtue” of conformity and 
obedience. 
 
They become much like ourselves — well-

adjusted disciples of the status quo. A society of 

well-fed, inwardly starving folks who’ve become 

dissimulated by this thing we call “culture.” 

I sit here in complete solitude as the freshly born 

sun seeps into my eyes. The morning chill dissi-

pates along with the warmth of my coffee. A car-

dinal sings on the wood railing of the old dock. I 

breathe in the pure air of a new day. 

I read somewhere recently that more than 99 

percent of all organisms that have ever lived on 

Earth are extinct. And yet, here I am, alive, and 

it’s good to be alive. I think. But so many of us 

take it for granted — this miracle of breath, this 

accidental thing we call LIFE. 

Sitting here I can’t help but look up at the skies 
and ask — what the hell is happening to us as a 
species? 

Prayers haven’t worked out all too well. Most of 
the big cities are uninhabitable. Our communities 
have all but disintegrated as the pockets of our 
overlords have fattened. The vast array of self-
help books that fly off the shelves daily haven’t 
helped us. Money and an abundance of toys and 
possessions haven’t made us happy. The filters 
on our posing faces can’t keep out the truth. 

Everyone is afraid of everyone else. This once 
beautiful land is now a land of dread. Something 
is ending. We are at the precipice of something 

none of us understand. 

How did we get here? 

How did we arrive at a point in the United States 
where unbridled consumerism, endless war, vast 
surveillance, conformity, obesity, illiteracy, loneli-
ness, victimhood, bitterness, infinite division, 
mindless entertainment, and an insatiable appe-
tite for OUTRAGE came to be the defining charac-
teristics of American civilization? 

Looking around you can’t help but feel this grave, 
disquieting anxiety slithering all through our cul-
ture. A recent article revealed that a third of 
adults right now in the US are walking around in 
a concussion-like daze due to stress and lack of 
sleep. 
 
More than three in five Americans are feeling 
lonelier than ever before. Suicide is one of the 
most persistent causes of death among young 
people. Obesity, depression, and anxiety rule our 
days. Chronic disease is rampant along with vari-
ous kinds of addictions. 44% of older millenni-
als already have a chronic health condition. Near-
ly 70 percent of Americans are taking at least one 
prescribed medication and half are taking more 
than one. 

As Richard Yates wrote in his brilliantly intense 
mid-20th century novel, Revolutionary Road, 
“You’re painfully alive in a drugged and dying cul-
ture.” Indeed, we are. 
 
Look at us. 

Woven nicely into the fabric of a sick society, 

plagued with an aching sense of emptiness and 

self-entitlement, passions snuffed out by the nine

-to-five or no work at all, no time for voyages and 

adventure, too timid and afraid to live creatively 

and authentically — just good folks splashing 

around in the shallows as the pills are gulped 

down and the lights slowly dim. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FRJRNHM/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i5
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FRJRNHM/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i5
https://www.studyfinds.org/zombie-nation-third-have-concussion-symptoms-stress-lack-of-sleep/
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2020/01/23/798676465/most-americans-are-lonely-and-our-workplace-culture-may-not-be-helping
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/mental-health/suicides-homicides-rise-young-people-n1067786
https://www.medpagetoday.com/primarycare/obesity/90142
https://mhanational.org/issues/state-mental-health-america
https://news.gallup.com/poll/249098/americans-stress-worry-anger-intensified-2018.aspx
https://nationalhealthcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/AboutChronicDisease.pdf
https://unityrehab.com/blog/american-drug-use-trend-on-the-rise/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/04/older-millennials-chronic-health-conditions.html#:~:text=About%2044%25%20of%20older%20millennials,the%20ages%2033%20to%2040.
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/04/older-millennials-chronic-health-conditions.html#:~:text=About%2044%25%20of%20older%20millennials,the%20ages%2033%20to%2040.
https://drugfree.org/drug-and-alcohol-news/almost-70-percent-of-americans-take-at-least-one-prescription-medication-study-finds/
https://www.amazon.com/Revolutionary-Road-Richard-Yates/dp/0375708448
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Author, journalist, and one of the most fiercely 

lyrical, no-nonsense writers of our time, the late 

great Charles Bowden, had his finger on the 

pulse of our whimpering nation when he wrote: 

 
We are an exceptional model of the human race. 

We no longer know how to produce food. 

We no longer can heal ourselves. 

We no longer raise our young. 

We have forgotten the names of the stars, fail to 

notice the phases of the moon. 

We do not know the plants and they no longer 

protect us. 

We tell ourselves we are the most powerful speci-

mens of our kind who have ever lived. But when 

the lights are off we are helpless. 

We cannot move without traffic signals. 

We must attend classes in order to learn by rote 

numbered steps toward love or how to breast-feed 

our baby. 

We justify anything, anything at all by the need to 

maintain our way of life. 

And then we go to the doctor and tell the profes-

sionals we have no life. 

We have a simple test for making decisions: our 

way of life, which we cleverly call our standard of 

living, must not change except to grow yet more 

grand. 

We have a simple reality we live with each and 

every day: our way of life is killing us. 

 

Is this life? — this apathetic mode of existence 
that we’ve created for ourselves? Living at odds 
with nature, at odds with our natural instincts, 
unable to cultivate a connection with our own 
spirit, forever in exile from our own being? 

Is this it? 

To live in a kind of forgetful fog while being domi-

nated and pushed around by the whims of these 

institutional-minded bigwigs and so-called ex-

perts? 

To keep buying and consuming our way toward 

this phantom idea of happiness? To work soul-

sickening jobs to keep up the illusion of success? 

To be given the miracle of breath only to become 

life-long servants to the myriad of rules and dic-

tates imposed from the outside? 

Is it any wonder why so many of us live lives of 

quiet desperation, as Thoreau noticed? 

Are we the society that George Orwell warned 

about so many decades ago? A society “marching 

forward in perfect unity, all thinking the same 

thoughts and shouting the same slogans, perpet-

ually working, fighting, triumphing, persecuting 

— three hundred million people all with the same 

face.” 

Seems we’re mighty close. All the ingredients are 

there — rampant fear, anger, ignorance, blind 

obedience, laziness, and immense resentment. 

We are people who have turned the elemental 

emotions that make us human beings — fear, 

anxiety, sadness — into “illnesses” and 

“disorders” that must be “managed” and 

“treated” by an ocean of pharmaceuticals rather 

than taking the necessary measures to get down 

to the root of it. As Dr. Gabor Maté once remind-

ed us, “The attempt to escape from pain, is what 

creates more pain.” 

 

You can’t help but see it in the eyes and hear it in 

the voices — the despair, the fear, the animosity. 

A society of weaklings walking on eggshells, 

afraid to speak, afraid to offend, afraid to live. A 

society of indignant complainers and fraudulent 

do-gooders and sanctimonious political hacks 

strapped with a fanatical biased worldview con-

stantly projecting their inner shortcomings onto 

the fruitful. 

 

Somehow this is the world we’ve created for our-

selves — it’s our way of life. 

 

We all see it. We know something is severely off 

https://www.amazon.com/Blood-Orchid-Unnatural-History-America/dp/0865476292
https://khn.org/morning-breakout/perspectives-americans-are-prescribed-too-many-drugs-and-its-being-driven-by-pharma/
https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2012/05/01/evolution-says-youre-weaker-and-more-disease-prone-than-your-ancestors
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in today’s overly managed society. Everyone is 

angry and divided and everything is politicized 

and no one seems to care too much about the 

insidious narrative that has been fed to us as 

“reality.” 

We’ve lost the appetite for LIFE long ago. We’ve 

forgotten how to belch out that big ol’ fucking 

YES to life. 

Instead, we’re eaten alive by our own self-

righteous concepts. And because so many of us 

have neglected our inner life, we’ve become 

deluded slaves to our surroundings, blindly giv-

ing allegiance to the fear-soaked narratives of 

our “drugged and dying culture.” 

Bowden again: 

“… we are all on a train and it is racing toward 

a bridge that is out but no one on the train 

cares because they are busy arguing about train 

security measures or who gets to sit in which 

car or whether the train is only for people or 

whether the train is only for one sex or the oth-

er or maybe the train should be divided up ac-

cording to race or language or religion and still 

the train races toward the bridge that is gone, 

races toward some chasm that will shatter it 

and so the people argue and do not care that 

their behavior means that they can never reach 

the future.” 

 

Now what? What do we have to do to “break 
the mold”, as they say? Is there an escape 
hatch or are we all destined towards the loom-
ing chasm? 

That’s the question I sure as hell haven’t found 
the full answer to yet. Perhaps there is no an-
swer. Or maybe it’s too late. I don’t know. 

One thing is pretty clear, though — there’s no 
Department of “whatever”, or a coalition, or 
some half-smiling partisan handshake coming 

to set things right. No one is coming to save 
you or the world you inhabit. No one is respon-
sible for the affirmation of your life. Only YOU. 
YOU. YOU. 
 
It’s on each of us to untangle ourselves from 
the fear-ridden narratives of our deathbed cul-
ture. It’s on us to live beyond our limited, frag-
mentary selves— the job, the labels, the nation, 
the race, the sexuality, the politics, etc — and 
in full possession of our inner drives, the fire 
within. 
 
And I know nobody wants to hear that. We 
seem to need labels and categories to function 
in this society. And we need other people or 
some irrelevant institution to tell us how to live 
— the politician, the law, some guru, the 
preacher. Nobody wants to take on the respon-
sibility of their own consciousness, their own 
brief, miraculous existence on this godforsaken 
planet. 
 
But it’s the only way. 
 
As the French philosopher and novelist Jean-
Paul Sartre reminded us: 
 
“Man can will nothing unless he has first under-
stood that he must count on no one but himself; 
that he is alone, abandoned on earth in the 
midst of his infinite responsibilities, without 
help, with no other aim than the one he sets 
himself, with no other destiny than the one he 
forges for himself on this earth.” 
 
We must awaken and deepen our understand-
ing of the world we live in. The essential task is 
to provoke a radical sense of self-awareness 
and to transform our passions into action. To 
live LIFE directed by our own real interests as 
unique human beings rather than becoming a 
subject of external causes who never possess 
the “true acquiescence” of our spirit, as Spinoza 
put it. 

Becoming free, or at least as free within the 
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contingencies of our finitude, is the result of intense awareness, effort, and extreme cour-
age. Erich Fromm explained that “in order to achieve this freedom man must become 
aware of those forces which act behind his back and determine him…If you remain blind 
and do not make the utmost efforts, you will lose your freedom.” 

I want to end once again with the inquiring words of the great Charles Bowden: 

“Imagine the problem is not some syndrome of our society that can be solved by commis-
sions or laws or a redistribution of what we call wealth. Imagine that it goes deeper, right 
to the core of what we call our civilization and that no one outside of ourselves can effect 
real change, that our civilization, our governments are sick and that we are mentally ill and 
spiritually dead and that all our issues and crises are symptoms of this deeper sickness…
Imagine that the problem is not that we are powerless or that we are victims but that we 
have lost the fire and belief and courage to act.” 

Read more from Erik Rittenberry here. 
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By Victoria Reynolds 
 
Over the years, I’ve seen every political and so-
cial issue seeming close to healed, and then 
rearing its ugly head again. 
 
As with all unresolved issues, personally and 
collectively, they resurface again and again until 
we remedy them with love. 
 
All unresolved issues are based in fear, fear-
based beliefs, in a fear-based reality. 
 
Until we resolve the deep underlying beliefs 
stemming from our individual childhoods, then 
our collective past, we will continue to feel the 
discomfort of the unresolved issues. 
 
Spiritual bypassing, individually and collectively, 
does not resolve underlying issues. 
 
We can sweep them under the rug and stop 
talking about them. We can throw money at 
them to make them look better. We can con-
vince ourselves that it’s all good. But, if the is-
sues aren’t fully resolved they will resurface. 
 
They will come up again and again, getting trig-
gered in our psyche at best, repeating the pain-
ful lesson at worst. 
 
If we are to create the love-based reality we 
seek, we need to be willing to do the deep work 
necessary to fully resolve our issues. 

 
Issue resolution isn’t easy and can be rather 
painful. It is deep, guttural work. It requires a 
willingness to look, long and hard, into our most 
painful stories and hurtful relationships and 
juice them for everything they can teach us. 
 
As painful as issue resolution can be, the free-
dom and peace resulting from it, is well worth 
the effort. 
 
Issue resolution, resolving our past and present 
issues, which are really past issues resurfacing 
for recognition and resolution, requires a genu-
inely open mind and heart, and a relentless de-
sire to put an end to our individual and collec-
tive suffering. 
 
Issue resolution requires that we stop listening 
to the outside world about who is to blame and 
why we should blame them. Blame is based in 
fear. It requires we stop listening to who the 
outside world says we should be and should do. 
Shoulds are based in fear. 
 
Issue resolution is an inside job. It requires re-
sponsibility, forgiveness, acceptance, compas-
sion and understanding, of everyone involved in 
the issue. Yes, everyone, including ourselves. 
 
We stand on the tipping point, on the edge of 
creating a whole new world. 
 
We choose what we will take with us on this 
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was born into a fundamentalist, polygamist cult, 

which she left as a teenager in search of her own 

path. She teaches what she has learned in her 

journey of self-discovery to help others find their own truth path, purpose and 

worth.  Her role on the planet is to assist humanity in processing and breaking 

free from the controls of fear-based beliefs individually and collectively, in or-

der to wake up, rise up and co-create a 

new reality based in love. To learn more 

about Victoria, visit victoriareynolds.com. 

new space ship we call Earth. Will we take our old baggage with us? Or will we drop it, in grati-
tude for the lessons it taught us, and leave it behind? 
 
We are all, every single one of us, equally responsible for our collective issue resolution. We 
are one humanity, and as one, we can heal our issues when enough of us truly desire to be 
healed. 
 
If we are to heal our issues we must stop listening to the voices of division and start unifying. 
 
We must be willing to have the difficult conversations we’ve been avoiding, hoping someone 
else will fix the problems, or that they will magically disappear. We must accept responsibility 
for creating the future as one unified human body, rather than looking for who is to blame or 
give our power to. 
 
We the people, tired of the continual cycle, need to find it within ourselves to do our own issue 
resolution. 
 
The only way past it is through it. 
 
When enough of us do our own inner work, the global issues will easily resolve because we will 
see each other through depths of understanding and eyes of love. 
 
Love heals all things!   

∞  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1954250037
https://victoriareynolds.com/free/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1954250002
http://www.victoriareynolds.com
http://www.victoriareynolds.com/
https://twitter.com/_I_Am_Victoria
https://www.youtube.com/user/victoriamreynolds
https://web.facebook.com/VictoriaReynolds/
https://victoriareynolds.com/
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SILENCING YOUR     

INNER CRITIC 

What is the biggest lesson you have learned 

from this pandemic? Whether it is before, during 

or after. I believe there are 2 things humanity 

learned to embrace: Happiness and Fear. They 

make up the fundamental understanding to how 

we operate in this world.  

In life, I found that my own self-identify was hid-

den behind all the fear that I had about myself 

and the fear of not meeting others' expectations. 

What do you fear the most in life? 

Here are the top 10 fears that can hold us back 

from living our best life:  

1.  Fear of Failure. 

2.  Fear of Success.  

3.  Fear of Loss.  

4.  Fear of Being Judged.  

5.  Fear of Losing Our ' Identity'   

6.  Fear of Losing Control.  

7.  Fear of Time.  

8.  Fear of Who You Really Are. 

9.  Fear of the Loss of the Known. 

10.  Fear of What’s Next.  

 

Fear is an emotion that arises when the sense of 

security is compromised. If you are like most 

people, you might be familiar with this nasty 

little voice in your head that judges you, doubt 

you, belittles you and constantly tells you that 

you are not good enough. 

It says negative hurtful things to you—things 

that you would never even dream of saying to 

anyone else. I am such an idiot; I am a phony; I 

never do anything right; I will never succeed. If 

left unchecked long enough, it can even lead to 

serious mental health problems like depression 

or anxiety. It is the voice of fear. But here’s a se-

cret – many people feel the same way. This nasty 

little voice is often known as the inner critics.  

Having these inner critics or negative self-talk is 

not all that negative. The inner critic can serve 

multiple purposes that on the surface might 

seem useful: It can make you feel like you are 

trying to do right in some way by wanting to be 

better or to achieve more.  

 

The inner critics can be deeply ingrained. They 

may have developed long ago due, in part, to 

growing up in an environment where self-worth 

was tied to accomplishments. Or perhaps praise 

was often in the form of “helpful criticism,” 

which could lead to a sense that nothing was ev-

er quite good enough. There could be any num-

ber of reasons why someone experiences this 

negative self-talk and the reality is that it will 

take time to overcome the feelings.  

 

On the most part, the inner critics when they do 

show up takes on the form of fear. When your 

inner critic consistently labels you in a negative 

way, it has a demoralizing effect and shapes your 

perception about who you are and what you can 

The Confidence Lounge  

with Michelle Kuei 

http://elevatelifecoaching.org/
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Michelle Kuei (pronounced Ku-way) is a certified mind-

set coach who helps people build confidence & self-leadership by 

upgrading the internal narratives and inspiring them to fearlessly 

unleash true personal freedom. She is the author of the new mem-

oir, “Perfectly Normal”- an immigrant’s story of making it in 

America; an inspirational journey of how she overcomes adversity 

after an automobile accident that changed her life trajectory. 

Michelle was born in Taiwan and grew up in New York, but today 

she lives in Los Angeles. 

do. Ultimately when you continue to allow the 

inner critic is running the show, you are unlikely 

to feel motivated, authentic, and inspired, let 

alone feeling confident.  

Here are some ways you can take your power 

back from the inner critics that have been run-

ning your life and controlling how you feel:  

 

1. Name it and Tame It.  

Invite your inner critic to a tea party. Sit down 

and have the heart to heart talk with your inner 

critic. Give it a name, a name that is neutral, a 

name that reminds you of what your inner critic 

looks like when it's speaking to you. Because our 

inner critics serve its purpose of protecting at 

times of danger, don't give it a name based on a 

person or someone you hate. Keep it neutral but 

personal.  

 

2. Feelings are not facts.  

When your inner critic is speaking, most likely it 

is in the voice of fear. When fear rules the world, 

we are more likely to avoid, withdraw and hesi-

tate in making the most conscious choices. Rec-

ognize the voice of fear vs the voice of your 

higher self. Look at facts and not the stories.  

3. Progress, not perfection.  

As Eckhart Tolle would say "Life is a Dancer and 

You are the Dance." If you simply allow the flow 

of life to happen around you, you get to decide 

what you want to experience in life. Life is about 

the journey and not the destination. When we 

focus on what has been accomplished so far, 

and the steps we took to get there, it’s easier to 

realize just how much we’ve really accom-

plished. Always aim for progress, never aim to 

be perfect.  

 

I will tell you that all of these are too easy said 

than done. I am not going to lie to you because 

taming our inner critics a.k.a. negative self-talks 

takes time. It is a continuous work in progress, 

but it is possible.  

 

Looking back to my journey working through my 

own negative self-talk, one thing I truly wished I 

had done was asking for help. If someone had 

shown me the right tool, the right way to rewire 

my brain, I could have dropped the weight that I 

was carrying on my shoulder a lot sooner. But I 

am also grateful that I took the long way on this 

journey and I would never change any bit of 

what my life has been. 

∞ 

Return to Contents 

https://www.amazon.com/Perfectly-Normal-Immigrants-Making-America/dp/0578563800/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Perfectly+Normal+Michelle+kuei&qid=1624968644&sr=8-1
http://www.instagram.com/elevatelifecoach
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HOMESCHOOLING:  

THE RESEARCH  
 

By Brian D. Ray, Ph.D. 

 

 

GENERAL FACTS, STATISTICS, AND TRENDS 
 

There were an estimated 4.5 to 5.0 million homeschool students in grades K-12 in the United 

States during March of 2021 (roughly 8% to 9% of school-age children). There were about 2.5 mil-

lion homeschool students in spring 2019 (or 3% to 4% of school-age children) [note 1]. The home-

school population had been growing at an estimated 2% to 8% per annum over the past several 

years, but it grew drastically from 2019-2020 to 2020-2021. 

 

https://www.nheri.org/research-facts-on-homeschooling/
https://www.nheri.org/research-facts-on-homeschooling/
https://www.nheri.org/
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Homeschooling – that is, parent-led home-based education; home education – is an age-old 

traditional educational practice that a decade ago appeared to be cutting-edge and 

“alternative” but is now bordering on “mainstream” in the United States. It may be the fastest

-growing form of education in the United States. Home-based education has also been grow-

ing around the world in many other nations (e.g., Australia, Canada, France, Hungary, Japan, 

Kenya, Russia, Mexico, South Korea, Thailand, and the United Kingdom). 
 

A demographically wide variety of people homeschool – these are atheists, Christians, and 

Mormons; conservatives, libertarians, and liberals; low-, middle-, and high-income families; 

black, Hispanic, and white; parents with Ph.D.s, GEDs, and no high-school diplomas. One 

nationwide study shows that 41% of homeschool students are Black, Asian, Hispanic, and 

others (i.e., not White/non-Hispanic) (U.S. Department of Education, 2019). 
 

Families engaged in home-based education are not dependent on public, tax-funded resources 

for their children’s education. The finances associated with their homeschooling likely repre-

sent over $27 billion that American taxpayers do not have to spend, annually, since these 

children are not in public schools 
 

Taxpayers spend an average of $14,270 per pupil annually in public schools, plus capital ex-

penditures. Today’s roughly 4.5 million homeschool students represent a savings of over $65 

billion for taxpayers. Taxpayers spend nothing on most homeschool students, and home-

school families spend an average of $600 per student annually for their education. 

 

Homeschooling is quickly growing in popularity among minorities. About 41% of home-

school families are non-white/non-Hispanic (i.e., not white/Anglo). 
 

Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey Shows Significant Increase in Homeschooling 

https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/03/homeschooling-on-the-rise-during-covid-19-pandemic.html
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/03/homeschooling-on-the-rise-during-covid-19-pandemic.html
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It is estimated that over 9 million Americans had 

experienced being homeschooled as of February 

of 2020. 

 

REASONS AND MOTIVATIONS 

FOR HOME EDUCATING 
 

Most parents and youth decide to homeschool for 

more than one reason. The most common reasons 

given for homeschooling are the following: 

 

customize or individualize the curriculum and 

learning environment for each child, 

 

accomplish more academically than in schools, 

use pedagogical approaches other than those typi-

cal in institutional schools, 

 

enhance family relationships between children and 

parents and among siblings, 

 

provide guided and reasoned social interactions 

with youthful peers and adults, 

 

provide a safer environment for children and 

youth, because of physical violence, drugs and al-

cohol, psychological abuse, racism, and improper 

and unhealthy sexuality associated with institu-

tional schools, and 
 

as an alternative education approach when public 

or private institutional schools are closed due to 

acute health situations such as related to disease 

(e.g., Covid-19, Coronavirus) 
 

protect minority children from racism in public 

schools or lower expectations of children of col-

or (e.g., black) (e.g., Fields-Smith, 2020; 

Mazama & Lundy, 2012). 

teach and impart a particular set of values, be-

liefs, and worldview to children and youth. 

 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 
 

The home-educated typically score 15 to 30 per-

centile points above public-school students on 

standardized academic achievement tests. (The 

public school average is the 50th percentile;  

 

scores range from 1 to 99.) A 2015 study found 

Black homeschool students to be scoring 23 to 42 

percentile points above Black public school stu-

dents (Ray, 2015). 

 

78% of peer-reviewed studies on academic 

achievement show homeschool students perform 

statistically significantly better than those in insti-

tutional schools (Ray, 2017). 

 

Homeschool students score above average on 

achievement tests regardless of their parents’ level 

of formal education or their family’s household 

income. 

 

Whether homeschool parents were ever certified 

teachers is not related to their children’s academic 

achievement. 

Degree of state control and regulation of home-

schooling is not related to academic achievement. 
 

Home-educated students typically score above av-

erage on the SAT and ACT tests that colleges con-

sider for admissions. 

Homeschool students are increasingly being ac-

tively recruited by colleges. 

 

SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL, AND PSYCHO-

LOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

(SOCIALIZATION) 
 

Research facts on homeschooling show that the 

home-educated are doing well, typically above 

average, on measures of social, emotional, and 

psychological development. Research measures 

include peer interaction, self-concept, leadership 

skills, family cohesion, participation in commu-

nity service, and self-esteem. 
 

87% of peer-reviewed studies on social, emotion-

al, and psychological development show home-

school students perform statistically significantly 

better than those in conventional schools (Ray, 

2017). 
 

Homeschool students are regularly engaged in so-

cial and educational activities outside their homes 

and with people other than their nuclear-family 

members. They are commonly involved in activi-

ties such as field trips, scouting, 4-H, political 

drives, church ministry, sports teams, and commu-

nity volunteer work. 

 

https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/03/homeschooling-on-the-rise-during-covid-19-pandemic.html
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Adults who were home educated are more politi-

cally tolerant than the public schooled in the lim-

ited research done so far. 

 

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN CHILDREN 

AND YOUTH RESPECTED? 
 

One researcher finds that homeschooling gives 

young people an unusual chance to ask questions 

such as, “Who am I?” and “What do I really 

want?,” and through the process of such asking 

and gradually answering the questions home-

educated girls develop the strengths and the re-

sistance abilities that give them an unusually 

strong sense of self. 

Some think that boys’ energetic natures and ten-

dency to physical expression can more easily be 

accommodated in home-based education. Many 

are concerned that a highly disproportionate num-

ber of public school special-education students 

are boys and that boys are 2.5 times as likely as 

girls in public schools to be diagnosed with atten-

tion deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). 

 

SUCCESS IN THE “REAL WORLD” OF 

ADULTHOOD 

The research base on adults who were home edu-

cated is growing; thus far it indicates that: 

 

69% of peer-reviewed studies on success into 

adulthood (including college) show adults who 

were home educated succeed and perform statisti-

cally significantly better than those who attended 

institutional schools (Ray, 2017). 

they participate in local community service more 

frequently than does the general population, 

these adults vote and attend public meetings more 

frequently than the general population 

they go to and succeed at college at an equal or 

higher rate than the general population 

by adulthood, they internalize the values and be-

liefs of their parents at a high rate 

 

GENERAL INTERPRETATION OF RE-

SEARCH ON HOMESCHOOL SUCCESS 

OR FAILURE 
 

It is possible that homeschooling causes the 

positive traits reported above. However, the re-

search designs to date do not conclusively 

“prove” that homeschooling causes these 

things. At the same time, there is no empirical 

evidence that homeschooling causes negative 

things compared to institutional schooling. Fu-

ture research may better answer the question of 

causation. 

 

For Sources click here 

 

For more homeschool research and more in-depth 

interpretation of research, media, journalists, and 

others please contact: 

National Home Education Research Institute 

(NHERI) 

PO Box 13939 Salem OR 97309 USA 

tel. (503) 

364‑1490 mail@nheri.org www.nheri.org 

  

Copyright © 2021 by National Home Education 

Research Institute 

 

∞ 

Brian D. Ray, Ph.D . is an internationally known re-

searcher, educator, speaker, and expert witness, and serves as presi-

dent of the nonprofit National Home Education Research Institute. 

He is a former certified teacher in public and private schools and 

served as a professor in the fields of science, research methods, and 

education at the graduate  and undergraduate levels. He holds a 

Ph.D. in science education from Oregon State University, a M.S. in 

zoology from Ohio University, and a B.S. in biology from the Uni-

versity of Puget Sound. Dr. Ray has been studying the homeschool 

movement since about 1984. 
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https://www.nheri.org/research-facts-on-homeschooling/
http://www.nheri.org/
https://web.facebook.com/Lakihealth
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My journey with Laki began when I 

started looking for a cost effective 
and natural way to help my father 
with his dystonia.  
 

For those of you who have no idea 
what dystonia is or have never heard 
of it let me fill you in. Dystonia is a 
disorder that causes the muscles in the 
body to spasm and contract involun-
tarily. The spasms can range from 
mild to severe. They may be painful 
and can affect day-to-day tasks.  

 

 

There is no cure for Dystonia! 
 

My father suffers from spasmodic torticollis. His dystonia 
came with chronic pain, sleeplessness and constant spas-
ming and twisting of the neck. So much so, that a normal 
task like driving a car was something he could no longer 
do. For years we have been searching for medications and 

remedies, none of which had much effect.  
 

I came across Laki Feco oils and my father started using 
the GB Oil. After a day or two he noticed a huge difference 
in his muscle spasm and a decrease in pain. He has been 
using the oils for almost a year now, and has experienced a 
significant difference in his quality of life. He now has less 
pain, spasms and sleeplessness.  At his last check up his 
doctor noticed that there were less spasms and he also de-
creased the dosage of his prescription medication. 
 

Not only has it made a huge difference in my father’s life, 
but Laki has also helped me with fibromyalgia, anxiety and 
sleeplessness. My whole family including my children and 
my pets are now using Laki products on a daily basis and 
we all have noticed huge changes in our lifestyle. 
 

This is why I decided to become an ambassador for Laki. I 
truly believe in these products. If I can make a difference in 
just one person's way of life, my job is done. 
 

∞ 

Nicole Fraser 

https://web.facebook.com/Lakihealth
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THE DRUIDS GARDEN 
Spiritual Journeys in Tending the Land, Permaculture, Wildcrafting, 
and Regenerative Living 

 

Introduction to Sacred Gardening:  
Connection, Reciprocity, and Honoring Life 

 

Walking into a sacred garden is like 

walking into another world, one full of 

joy, happiness, and wholeness.  Fruit 

hanging from happy branches, plants 

coming up from all angles inviting a nib-

ble, a taste, a touch.  The pathways spi-

ral and you get lost, looking at flowers, 

breathing in the fresh air, and tasting the 

tart berries on your tongue.  An indoor 

sacred garden is much the same – a 

bright window with a chair asking you to 

sit, stay awhile, and meditate with the 

plants (or even reach up and take a lem-

on-scented geranium leaf in your hand 

and breathe deeply).  Sacred gardens 

are places that are intentionally cultivat-

ed to be in harmony and balance, that 

are carefully tended by loving hands, 

and that offer many possibilities for spir-

itual practice and deeper spiritual con-

nection. 

Regenerat ive L iv ing  

My druid’s garden full of sacred plants! 

https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2020/05/10/introduction-to-sacred-gardening-connection-reciprocity-and-honoring-life/
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 It’s amazing to see that this year, so many 

new people are taking up garden-

ing.  While I’ve written on these topics be-

fore (obviously, this blog is called the Dru-

id’s Garden!), I’m returning to this topic to-

day to offer an overall philosophy of sacred 

gardening that I hope can help you deepen 

your practice or start a new garden.  I’ve 

been engaged in these practices for over a 

decade, greatly aided by my permaculture 

design certificate and permaculture teacher 

training, which offered me much in the way 

of working with nature and developing 

deep observation, interaction, and ethical 

skills. I realize that other authors, especial-

ly those coming from different spiritual tra-

ditions, may have a very different take.  But 

this is mine :). 

  

Sacred Gardening: A Triad of Reci-
procity, Life Honoring, and Connection 

 

To define sacred gardening, let’s start by 

looking at the definitions for the two 

terms.   A garden refers to a place where 

ordinary people can grow food.  Beyond 

that, gardens actually vary pretty widely 

based on the philosophy and practices of a   

 

gardener.  You can have gar-

dens that are organic and ho-

listically managed or those 

that are full of chemicals, 

weed killers, and poi-

sons.  You can have gardens 

that are diverse and support 

life or those that are focused 

on keeping all life that isn’t 

intended out with some pretty 

violent means.  You can have 

large or small gardens, in-

doors or out.  They can be 

perennial or annual. Gardens, 

then, are defined by crowing 

food, cultivating plants for hu-

man benefit; they are often 

(but not always) very human-

dominated spaces. 

 

Sacred refers to something that is dedicat-

ed to a spiritual or religious purpose, some-

thing that is deserving veneration, being 

worthy of awe; and/or something that is en-

titled to reverence and respect.  When we 

think of something that is sacred, it is a 

special place where we offer honor, re-

spect, and reverence.  Where we tend to 

our interactions and be intentional in our 

practices. For thinking about nature as sa-

cred, several concepts emerge that are 

critically important to our discussion here 

they are: connection, reciprocity, and hon-

oring life   It is in these three concepts that 

we can arrive at a useful definition of sa-

cred gardening. 

 

Actions here represent the third aspect 

that is important to define.  The ultimate 

point of most gardening is growing food, 

using whatever means an individual choos-

es.  What makes that gardening sacred is 

how the gardener chooses to interact with 

the land, the specific choices and behav-

iors that gardener engages in, and the in-

tentions put forth into the space.  As with 

many things, while intentions matter a 

Diverse garden! 
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great deal, it is actions that determine our 

relationships and reality to the land. You 

can have all of the sacred intentions in the 

world, but walking into your garden with a 

backpack sprayer full of Round-Up sends a 

very different message. 

  

At the same time as actions speak inten-

tions into the world, it is also important to 

recognize that the physical and metaphysi-

cal are affected by each other and that there 

are many metaphysical aspects that can af-

fect a physical space and vice versa.  Thus, 

we can think about sacred gardening as be-

ing about both inner and outer practices, 

practices that help not only support the 

physical presence of the garden but also the 

spirit. 

  

Thus, I see three guiding principles, a triad 

in the druidic sense, that can help us with a 

full definition of this practice: 

 

 

 

Thus, sacred gardening is a practice of 

cultivating a space (indoors or outdoors) 

that allows for not only growing food but 

also spiritual connection, reciprocity, 

and honoring life through both inner and 

outer practices.  In the remainder of this 

post, I’ll explore these three concepts and 

offer both “inner” (metaphysical) and outer 

“physical” practices 

  

Connection:  
Building a Relationship 
The first principle is connection.  Sacred 

gardening is connected gardening, where a 

big part of the goal of sacred gardening is to 

cultivate a deep relationship with the gar-

den: which might include plants, soil, bird or 

insect life, stones, and other features.  Con-

nection allows us to learn and grow in the 

garden by building a deeper relationship 

with that garden. Connection can mean 

many things in a garden setting, from devel-

oping a long-standing relationship with 

seeds that you carefully harvest and save 

each year to learning more about your 

space.   So now let’s look at three “inner” 

and “outer” connection practices. 

 

 

Inner Connection Practices for sacred 

gardening. These three practices don’t 

have to be taken up all at once. I suggest 

you start with one of them and build to oth-

ers over time–it can take years to establish 

deep connections. Think about inner con-

nection work as taking a seasonal ap-

proach: each season you can grow and 

deepen your practice 

. 

Plant Spirit Communication. Learning 

how to directly communicate with your 

plants and the spirits of your land is a fan-

tastic way to build deep connection.  By 

practicing and learning these communica-

tion techniques, you can learn from nature 

and grow in deep ways–as plants have 

 Three principles for sacred gardening: 

 

Deepening inner and outer connections 

with the garden 

Engaging in reciprocity with              

the garden  

Honoring and creating spaces of       

diversity of life in the garden 

Beautiful, cultivated polycultures! 
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been teachers of humans long, long, before recorded 

history.  Many of our garden plants, especially the culi-

nary herbs like rosemary, lemon balm, and sage, have 

extremely long relationships with humanity and are al-

most always willing teachers.  For more on plant spirit 

communication techniques, see Plant Spirit Communi-

cation 1, Plant Spirit Communication 2, Plant Spirit 

Communication 3, and Plant Spirit Communication 4. 

Meditation. Meditation techniques, including walking 

meditation and meditation where you are in stillness 

within the space, are excellent ways to build connec-

tions.  Consider doing your regular meditative practic-

es in your garden as often as you can.  Even taking 5 

or 10 minutes a day in your garden to meditate and 

connect can be a very positive experience–for you and 

for the garden! 

Planting and Harvesting Rituals.  Relationships are built, in part, by recognizing the spirit 

in the plants and honoring that spirit.  I have found that planting, blessing, and harvesting 

rituals are a great way to build a spiritual connection between yourself and your garden 

plants.  Here are a few rituals for you to try: land blessing, planting ritual 1, planting ritual 

2. 

Outer Connection Practices.  Outer connection practices help signal to the spirits of the 

land your intentions.  Humans in this age often take the easy and quick ways out (e.g. 

plowing, pesticides, chemical fertilizers), and those easy and quick ways are often at a 

high ecological cost.  By taking things differently, and slowly, we can demonstrate sacred 

intent. 

 

Supporting the soil web and soil health.   One critical physical connection in gardens is 

the soil and building soil health.  I would suggest as part of your connection to the garden, 

you work to attend to your soil–of which there are many different practices.  One of the 

most important is, for outdoor gardens, taking up the practice of no-till gardening, for ex-

ample, using sheet mulch or hugelkultur approaches.  Supporting a healthy soil web be-

gins with avoiding tilling a garden; tilling each year destroys the soil web and is quite de-

structive on the soil bacteria, nematodes, worms, mycelial networks, and more.  Adding 

rich compost (finished compost, coffee grounds, etc) and natural amendments help culti-

vate rich soil.  Here’s more on a few compost techniques: composting for city dwell-

ers, composting options for outdoors, and vermicompost. 

Observation and interaction. One of the first principles of permaculture design is a very 

useful one to list here.  To build a connection, you have to interact, to be present, and to 

do so frequently throughout the season.  Observe your plants as they grow.  Spend time 

with them, watch how they grow.  Look at them at different points in the season and at dif-

ferent times of day.  Take a full moon walk and see the glistening of the dew in the early 

morning.  This kind of walking meditative practice, where you are simply present with your 

Offering on a stone cairn 

https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/08/19/plant-spirit-communication-part-i-your-native-langauge/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/08/19/plant-spirit-communication-part-i-your-native-langauge/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/08/26/plant-spirit-communication-part-ii-communication-in-many-forms/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/09/02/plant-spirit-communication-part-iii-spirit-journeying/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/09/02/plant-spirit-communication-part-iii-spirit-journeying/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/09/09/plant-spirit-communication-part-iv-medicine-for-the-body-and-the-soul/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/02/11/a-druids-meditation-primer/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2020/03/08/land-blessing-ceremony-using-the-seven-element-aoda-framework/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2015/12/05/sacred-gardening-through-the-three-druid-elements-designing-sacred-spaces-and-planting-rituals/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/tree-planting-ritual-druid-obod-style/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2012/05/02/tree-planting-ritual-druid-obod-style/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2015/09/16/soil-regeneration-lawn-reclamation-creating-a-sheet-mulch-bed-from-seedy-garden-weeds/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2014/02/25/the-basics-of-composting-permaculture-design-and-inventive-composting-techniques-for-city-dwellers/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2014/02/25/the-basics-of-composting-permaculture-design-and-inventive-composting-techniques-for-city-dwellers/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2013/06/08/a-guide-to-composting-with-tumblers-sheet-mulching-chickens-and-piles/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2014/01/23/vermicomposting-i-setting-up-your-worm-bin/
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garden, will offer you much.  More 

on observation and interaction.  

Seed starting and seed choic-

es. Another connection practice focuses 

on seeds.  Seeds today can be difficult to 

navigate and choose because of the pro-

liferation of GMO seeds (which I don’t 

recommend for sacred gardening)–this 

guide offers some suggestions for 

seeds.  Once you’ve selected some good 

seeds, you can start some for your-

self (even starting a few will really give 

you a connection with the plant).  And I 

would suggest saving at least some vari-

eties of seed from year to year.  For ex-

ample, I have tobacco seeds that I use 

for ceremonial purposes and I’ve cultivat-

ed a many-year relationship with those 

seeds. At this point, each time I welcome 

up the new tobacco, it is greeting an old 

friend! 

Connection allows us to begin to estab-

lish deep relationships with our sacred 

garden both in inner and outer ways.  I 

believe that connection is a basic require-

ment for sacred gardening–and the other 

two steps begin with this one.  Let’s now 

turn to the second principle–reciprocity–

and see how it leads directly from con-

nection. 
 

 

Reciprocity: Giving Back 
Reciprocity refers to the ongoing rela-

tionship that is mutually beneficial 

where each side continues to gain 

positive benefits from the relation-

ship.  In the case of a sacred garden, 

abundant land produces yields to 

sustain you.  In the case of the gar-

dener, the gardener does things to 

improve the diversity and health of 

the land and ecosystem–not only for 

the direct benefit of growing food but 

beyond. 

 

Inner Reciprocation Practices help 

us to shift our mindset from those com-

monly assumed and indoctrinated in our 

culture to something more sacred and re-

ciprocal. 

 

Offerings and Gratitude.  In a sacred 

garden, whether it is indoors or outdoors, 

I like to have a space reserved for grati-

tude and practice gratitude regularly–this 

is the first step.  I usually build some kind 

of small shrine (whether that is on the 

windowsill or in a corner of a larger gar-

den) and leave regular offerings. Offer-

ings may be physical, musical, or spiritual 

(energetic).  More on gratitude practices 

from an earlier post. 

 

Meditations and critical thinking 

work. Another good practice here is to 

spend time dismantling (through discur-

sive meditation or other thought pro-

cesses) the underlying assumptions 

about nature that we might not even 

consciously be aware of.  Our present 

culture has a constant assumption that 

1) nature is there for our benefit and 

profit and 2) we can take from nature 

heedlessly and constantly.  These kinds  

Garden with sacred statuary 

https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2015/10/24/getting-your-mushroom-eyes-and-learning-to-fully-observe-nature/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2012/02/12/seed-saving-heirloom-seeds-and-sustainability/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2012/02/12/seed-saving-heirloom-seeds-and-sustainability/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2013/12/16/sowing-the-seeds-of-the-future-spiritual-insights-on-seed-starting-and-growth/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2013/12/16/sowing-the-seeds-of-the-future-spiritual-insights-on-seed-starting-and-growth/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/07/29/working-with-plants-and-plant-spirits-at-lughnassadh/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/11/25/druid-gratitude-practices-nature-shrines-and-offerings/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2018/11/25/druid-gratitude-practices-nature-shrines-and-offerings/
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of assumptions run through everyday life in unexpected ways and it can take some 

serious work to distance ourselves from them and to develop more healthy and pro-

ductive beliefs about our relationship with nature.  For some good reading on this 

topic, I highly recommend Wendell Berry’s Unsettling of America: Culture and Agri-

culture and John Michael Greer’s Mystery Teachings of the LIving Earth. 

Outer Reciprocation work helps us create gardens and plans that give back as 

much (or more) than we take, and establishes balance and harmony with us and 

the living earth. 

 

Closed-Loop Systems and replacing what is taken. One of the reasons that 

chemical fertilizers are so popular is that as we remove nutrients from the soil, they 

have to be replaced (even so, we know that these kinds of farming techniques have 

caused a considerable nutritional decline over the decades).  Ultimately, the loss of nu-

trients permanently from the soil is a problem with reciprocation.  At minimum, we need 

to be replacing nutrients that are lost through erosion and harvest–but I’d argue that 

we need to do one better and add even more than was originally present. Practicing 

composting is one way, and for more radical folks, humanure and liquid gold offer ways 

to have a truly closed-loop system. Adding healthy amendments (I especially like to get 

coffee grounds from nearby coffee shops and interrupt other waste streams to divert to 

my garden).  Gathering up fall leaves and using them as part of your gardening prac-

tice is another resource. 

Reduction or Elimination of Fossil Fuel Use. Another issue with reciprocation has 

to do with our over-dependence on fossil fuels, a dependence upon which is literally 

killing life on our planet and threatening our very existence as a species. As an act of 

reciprocation and acknowledgment of the problems with fossil fuel, I make it a point to 

do as much of my gardening by hand as I possibly can (even in a 1000 square foot 

garden!).  When I must make use of fossil fuels (such as to bring off-site compost to 

establish new beds), I make sure that I am making minimal and conscious use of these 

resources. 

 

Scattering Seeds and Wildtending. As part of the gardens at the Druid’s Garden 

homestead, we have a “refugia” where grow a number of rare medicinal species 

and regularly scatter their seeds to wild and untended places, particularly places 

that have suffered ecological devastation after logging or other disruption (common 

where we live).  We grow both full sun perennials (like St. Johns Wort and New 

England Aster) as well as shade-loving woodland medicinals (wild ginseng, blue co-

hosh, black cohosh, ramps, goldenseal, bloodroot).  We also make sure to give 

seeds and seedlings out to others as much as we possibly can.  This is a direct re-

sponse to many of these plants being lost in our local ecosystem and offers one 

way to give back. 

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/vanishing-nutrients/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2016/05/07/holy-shit-humanure-and-liquid-gold-as-ecological-resources/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2014/11/07/dont-bag-your-leaves-an-analysis-of-nutrient-loss-and-soil-depletion-for-leaf-removal/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2016/01/08/wildtending-refugia-and-the-seed-arc-garden/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2016/01/02/wildtending-earth-healing-and-gathering-and-sowing-the-seeds/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2016/01/22/making-seed-balls-and-scattering-seeds-for-wildtending/
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Honoring Life through Sacred 
Gardening 
 

When you start thinking about connection 

and reciprocation, this is all leading to the 

most important sacred principle of all: that 

of honoring all life.  This is tricky–gardens 

are traditionally human-dominated spaces 

and the goal is traditionally to grow food for 

humans.  When the potato beetles or 

squash borers come knocking, “honoring 

life” is probably the furthest thing from your 

mind as you literally watch your hard tended 

squash plants wither and die on the 

vine.  This is when you might be tempted to 

go to your nearest big box store for a chem-

ical solution. But it is exactly these situa-

tions that test us as sacred gardeners, dru-

ids, and nature-honoring people.  Nature 

herself has ways of bringing those squash 

beetles in balance, and there are many 

things we can do.  The principle here of 

honoring life is so critical because it is this 

principle that is so broadly lacking. 

 

Inner Principles focus on cultivating diver-

sity of life principles as part of our gardening 

practice. 

 

A full season of blessing rituals. 

Offering regular rituals in the space that 

bless and welcome life is a great way over 

time to affirm your relationship with the sa-

cred garden and raise positive energy for 

the space.  Here’s one such approach 

based on land healing. 

 

• Inviting others in. One of the ways to 

honor the life of your garden is by inviting 

others in, sharing with them, and helping 

others understand these basic princi-

ples.  Once you’ve done enough that you 

have something to share, invite others in to 

learn, grow, and enjoy the space.  I try to do 

this often, and as I offer a “garden tour” I 

share not only what is going, but the life-

affirming philosophy that is present in the 

garden space and how we bring that into 

reality. 
 

Permaculture ethics. Meditations on 

the three ethics of permauclture (earth care, 

people care, and fair share) can really help 

one develop a mindset that honors life and 

the resulting behaviors. I like to regularly 

meditate on these concepts and also create 

signs for my home that remind me of these 

concepts. 

Outer Principles 

 

• Welcoming the diversity of life – pol-

linator hedges and more.  When design-

ing for spaces and when planning, I think its 

important to design just not for what we 

want to eat but to welcome in diversity, par-

ticularly insect and amphibian diversity.  In-

sect diversity can help us with integrated 

pest management (below) but also just with 

cultivating spaces that have room for life.  A 

simple way to do this, for example, is to use 

a pollinator hedge–fill it with perennial spe-

cies like borage, mint, comfrey, sage, milk-

weed, and more.  These pollinator hedges 

help welcome in insect life into your space 

and create habitat, food, and forage for non-

human life.  Another common feature is a 

small frog pond and bee drinking area; a 

place for frogs, toads, and other amphibians 

to lay eggs, shelter from the hot sun, and 

get a drink.  A final thing here to consider is 

that life-honoring gardens are usually a little 

more “wild” than their human-dominated 

counterparts! 

 

• Integrated pest management. There 

are so many ways to deal with pests natu-

rally.  Planting pollinator species, particular-

ly the kinds that attract parasitic wasps, can 

help you with a host of pest problems.  Let-

ting your chickens or ducks run through the 

garden.  Using cayenne pepper or copper 

https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2019/06/30/a-druids-primer-on-land-healing-a-healing-grove-of-renewal/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2013/12/26/introduction-to-permaculture-terminology-and-the-ethical-triad/
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tape to address slugs–the list goes on and 

on.  Most garden pests have several natu-

ral solutions in the short term.  In the long 

term, fostering a healthy ecosystem allows 

the predatory species of insects to handle 

the ones that could cause you trou-

ble.  This approach does take more work 

and knowledge than a chemical one, and 

you are likely to lose some crops along the 

way–but in the end, it will be a much more 

life-respecting and affirming choice. 

 

Making full use of the harvest. Another 

aspect of reciprocation is to use fully what 

is harvested and not contribute to food 

waste.  I think its really 

important that, in a time 

where up to 50% of the 

food grown is wasted, 

we make every effort to 

honor what was grown 

and produced in our 

gardens. This often 

means taking up some 

kind of food preserva-

tion, such as canning 

or drying produce.  An-

other way of thinking 

about this is also offer-

ing the harvest up to 

other life–e.g. if I can’t 

eat all my tomatoes, 

can some of my neigh-

bors or friends enjoy 

them? What about of-

fering leftovers to my chickens who convert 

that garden produce into eggs and ma-

nure? 

 

Conclusion 
I hope these principles will help those of 

you who are starting gardens with the in-

tent of having sacred gardens or for those 

of you who already have a gardening 

practice and want to make it more sacred 

and intentional.  I would love to hear from 

you in the comments about other ways 

that you’ve engaged in sacred gardening 

techniques and things that you do. 

 

∞ 

About The Druid—Dana O’Driscoll  

I enjoy frolicking in forests, playing my flutes for the flow-

ers, and listening to the voices of the trees. I love sustaina-

ble living and practice permaculture design. I am frequently 

covered with dirt, paint, or both. When people ask about 

me, they usually want to know about my druidry, nature/

permaculture, or art.  In druidry, we don’t see 

these things as separate, but rather, as 

three paths that make up who we are: 

paths of druid, bard, and ovate. 

Beautiful patio garden 

Return to Contents 

https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2013/09/13/finding-the-balance-in-providing-ones-own-sustenance-the-time-intensive-example-of-canned-corn/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2013/09/13/finding-the-balance-in-providing-ones-own-sustenance-the-time-intensive-example-of-canned-corn/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2017/09/14/urban-food-profile-cornelian-cherry-harvest-and-recipe-for-soda-syrup-jam-pickles-and-more/
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/2020/05/10/introduction-to-sacred-gardening-connection-reciprocity-and-honoring-life/
https://web.facebook.com/druidgarden
https://druidgarden.wordpress.com/
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MY GREAT MEANDERING 

My work is dedicated to the health of humanity and the planet we call home. It is critical that our pursuit of optimal 

health and longevity begin with an effort toward a collective rise in consciousness such that we would begin to thrive 

within nature, instead of fighting that nature that is life itself. My experience as a physician specializing in internal med-

icine, endocrinology and hospice care with a focus on the microbiome as it relates to health, disease, and food systems 

led me to found *Seraphic Group and the non-profit Farmer’s Footprint to develop root-cause solutions for human and 

ecological health. My passion for education reaches across many disciplines, including topics such as the role of soil 

and water ecosystems in human genomics, immunity, and gut/brain health. My education has highlighted the need for 

a radical departure from chemical farming and pharmacy, and ongoing efforts to create a path for consumers, farmers, 

and mega-industries to work together for a healthy future for people and planet. 

Thank you so much x  

EXPLORE 

                “The knowledge base resting below is a library of insights I’ve hunted and gathered about the human           

experience over the years with the intention for all of us to find synergy in knowledge,                                                                     

passion, and purpose to elevate the trajectory of humankind. 

Explore the themes below 
to follow where curiosity pulls you.” ~ Zach Bush 

(each photo below is linked directly to its corresponding topic on zachbushmd.com)  

Return to Contents 

https://zachbushmd.com/
https://www.instagram.com/zachbushmd/
https://twitter.com/drzachbush
https://www.youtube.com/zachbushmd
https://web.facebook.com/ZachBushMD/?_rdc=1&_rdr
https://zachbushmd.com
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-fasting/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-autism/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-biohacking/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-business-leadership/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-cancer/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-ecology/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-endocrinology/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-farming/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-gmo/
https://zachbushmd.com/knowledge-virome/
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THE PROBLEM 

A century of monocrop farming and reliance on pesticides has 

damaged our nation’s once-fertile soils and the health of every 

American. The rapid increase in pesticide use over the past few 

decades has coincided with this explosion of chronic disease. 

A profound change in the demographics of chronic disease is un-

derway in the United States. Independent research from private 

laboratories and universities around the world, are implicating 

glyphosate  –  the active ingredient in the herbicide Roundup. 
 

THE SOLUTION 

Regenerative agriculture focuses on rebuilding organic matter and living biodiversity in soil, which produces increas-

ingly nutrient-dense food year after year — while rapidly sequestering excess atmospheric carbon underground to 

reverse climate change. 

It brings proven results for farmers to have a profitable business and livelihood. Conventional inputs become unnec-

essary, increased organic matter in the soil brings insect biodiversity which helps manage pest pressure and the 

end market for organic crops increases the overall value of their crop making product value the priority over the con-

ventional method of purely valuing yield. 

At a time when there are more farmer suicides and bankruptcies than ever, bringing back economic success and 

life on the farm has never been more important. 

Watch the Video  

https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/
https://farmersfootprint.us/watch/
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 CONSCIOUS ECONOMY 

June 14, 2020 

 

It’s how the world works 

It’s how the economy should work 

A regenerative economy for a regenerative world.  

We live in a regenerative world — it adapts to change, to challenge, and even to attack: it has sys-

tems that are anti-fragile if they are allowed to run their preset genetic programs. Life begets life, 

spreading and supporting the creation of more life. And isn’t that the ideal economy, one that con-

tinuously grows and provides exponential benefit to the earth, its peoples, and the future care of all? 

 

We ALL want to live in a world where making money helps other people and the planet by DE-

SIGN — Shouldn’t it be NATURAL yet we all have this stigma against earning a lot of money be-

cause we ALL KNOW How the degenerative economy works: it enslaves, appropriates, exploits, 

and destroys in order to create new wealth. You have to liquidate natural resources and human capi-

tal into products and labor to to get out of the rat race… or that’s the story we’ve been told, but do 

we have to drink their Koolaid? 

 

http://www.marianne2020.com
https://www.thepermaculturestudent.com/blog/2020/6/14/the-argument-for-the-regenerative-economy-with-matt-powers
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Economies are just social contracts & History has 

shown time and time again that the social agree-

ments CHANGE dramatically, quickly, and irrev-

ocably CONSTANTLY, and we live in EXPO-

NENTIAL TIMES. It holds truer today than it ev-

er has before & it is daunting — especially as a 

parent. 

Where will the jobs be for them in 10 

years? 

They are expecting 20–50% of the jobs to be 

GONE in the coming decades while populations 

are expected to continue to rise and wealth to shift 

outside the reach of our children. We can no long-

er rely upon the traditional educational, collegiate, 

generalized educational, liberal arts pathway — 

our kids and frankly ourselves no matter who we 

are RIGHT NOW need skills appropriate for the 

times and the ability to generate their own wealth 

independent of the established business and gov-

ernment tracks. They also need work with real 

meaning, purpose, & freedom — they’ve been suf-

focated by decades of meaningless education & 

busywork, depression & loneliness is high & ris-

ing, suicide rates are high & rising, and drug usage 

is taking more and more lives — we have to say 

NO MORE. This STOPS HERE. Many places 

where I grew up are too dangerous to go to now — 

entire towns and malls I once went to when I was 

a young parent now stand abandoned and derelict. 

 

All those areas can come back — all that aban-

doned land, infrastructure, and space can be stew-

arded, productive, and profitable. Market garden-

ers, mycologists, herbalists, naturopathic doctors, 

fibershed businesses, and cannabis growers are 

flipping farming on its head and showing how 

much good can be done while making exponen-

tially more money than traditional farmers in a 

small space through regenerative means, starting 

small, & scaling into a full-time business — some 

with a full team of employees. 100k in market 

vegetables to millions in mycology & cannabis. 

Those communities can be reborn regeneratively. 

 

 

Imagine this… 

It’s 10 years from today — you still remember this 

talk and where you are right now because you took 

the initiative and invested in the regenerative 

economy by investing in yourself. You made a 

plan. Quit your dead end degenerative job & you 

started small & built your dream from the soil up, 

doing the right thing every step of the way, zero 

waste & benefiting all — you see it all as part of 

the journey, part of your integrity, part of who you 

are, and today is the day you can step back and 

CHOOSE whether to run your businesses yourself 

or take time to do WHATEVER ELSE YOU 

WANT TO DO: Vacationing, maybe visiting Spas 

& health retreats, perhaps quality Time with Fami-

ly & Others, or for you it’s Investing in Others. 

You look out upon your life as a testament to your 

dedication to showing care for people, the planet, 

and the future, and it is FULL of Possibility, Free-

dom, & Choice because you chose to join early & 

help create the Regenerative Economy. 

 

They are expecting 20–50% of 

the jobs to be GONE in the 

coming decades while 

populations are expected to 

continue to rise and wealth to 

shift outside the reach of our 

children. 

https://soundcloud.com/regenerativefuture/the-argument-for-the-regenerative-economy
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But if we don’t step into the re-

generative economy we will 

witness the total loss of the Na-

ture as we know it. All the ani-

mals we knew and learned their 

names and sounds as babbling 

babies will be GONE — how 

will we FEEL? Looking out 

from our homes at a world bar-

ren and empty of life, a green 

world gone harsh and cruel. 

We’ve done it before: the Fertile 

Crescent, the Loess Plateau, the 

Sahara, Australia… but the 

whole world is at stake now — and it’s not just nature, it’s the soil, our own food source and hope 

for the next generation. We may witness the end of all life as we know it if we do not return to a 

regenerative relationship with nature. 

 

Now is the time for an economy that not only serves people but serves the planet on into the future 

exponentially spreading meaning, purpose, wealth, and anti-fragility holistically. Our current econ-

omy is falling apart, our culture and society are collapsing, our education system largely leads to 

nowhere, and in decomposition, in composting the old ingredients that are now dead or dying, we 

can create something new, we can use that experience, that understanding of what we DON’T Want 

to guide us to a New Way, a Regenerative Way, where we can make money meaningfully, ethical-

ly, regeneratively. 

 

I can see you there. Standing tall. Proud. Strong. Knowing. Wise.  Let’s build a better tomor-

row, TODAY. 

 

∞ 

 Matt Powers (M.Ed) is an author, educator, seed saver, gardener, 
and entrepreneur focused on radically transforming the entire K-12 
education system through the collegiate system as well as the econo-
my such that it aligns with regenerative science, natural principles, 
and permaculture ethics: Earth Care, People Care, & Future Care. 
Matt, a former public high school teacher with a Masters degree in 
Education, is the author of the first government accredited permacul-
ture curriculum in North America and his work continues to spread in 
schools, colleges, and universities globally with 
over a dozen books in 6 languages and 9 online 
courses. Matt is on a mission to empower peo-
ple everywhere to live more regeneratively.   

https://www.bioveda.co/wautillarium
https://web.facebook.com/groups/757945157664218/?_rdc=1&_rdr
https://www.youtube.com/user/permaculture123
(https:/matt-powers.mykajabi.com/makingithappen)
https://twitter.com/Permaculture123
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Yearly we are losing millions of acres of old growth forest used for heating our 

homes.  Emulating the models, systems, and elements of nature we have developed an 

affordable DIY home, for cold climate. Wautillarium passively achieves year-round com-

fortable t°, using laws of physics and compost producing thermophilic bacteria. 

  

Our Living Bio Shelter Organism is an innovative, game-changing building technology, in-

spired by and in alignment with nature. We invite you to co-create the 1st prototype, to be 

used as a creative & experimental communal immersion LAB, that will inspire others to 

tread lightly on the Earth".   

 
We Alёsha & Zoya Lynoff bio architects and founders of Bio-Veda Academy developed 
a revolutionary autonomous eco-home designed to withstand the extremely cold cli-
mates of our planet, without the use of firewood or fossil fuels. 
  
Having a built-in self-heating mechanism with thermophilic bacteria, Wautillarium home 
taps into the energy of the sun and laws of physics to provide a stable temperature year-
round. 
  
  
 
 

https://marketingforhippies.com/the-conscious-economy/
https://www.bioveda.co/wautillarium
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The first 2 prototypes are going to be used as research experimental LABs & com-
munal creative spaces. This fractal will seed worldwide through live & online work-
shops as well as a DIY VR book. 
  
 
Currently, large mature trees are being burned by a single home in one winter 
month. This mass genocide is happening on a global scale, depleting our plane-
tary’s living lungs. Inspired by the science of Bio-Geometry and Bio-Architecture I 
mimicked nature's genius to develop a functional dwelling that heats, feeds, and 
cleans up after its inhabitants whilst being curvilinear and comfortable. 
  
The Wautillarium is made from recycled waste materials mixed with earth, and 
once plastered, will not off-gas any toxic fumes (tested and verified), thereby re-
sulting in a safe and healthy EcoHome to inhabit. Wautillarium Autonomous Bi-
oShelter provides a nurturing habitat and mutually rewarding symbiotic relationship 
between the planet and human alike; 
 
• Self-heating & cooling through storage solar energy in thermal mass and 

thermophilic bacteria that break down carbon and nitrogen to produce a 
wealth of compost 

• Construction materials are post-consumer waste & superadobe 
• Upcycled all of its wastewater for food production, toilet flushing, and heating 
• DIY wind turbine and solar panels to provide for its own power needs 
• Harvested, stored, filtered, and pressurized rain/snow for all the water needs 
• Grew year around nutrient-dense food using living machine & EM technolo-

gy 
• Has built-in fun interactive nature emergence Lab for year-around play with 

dream catcher climbing net, 3D solar calendar Almanac, wind 
flutes,  rainbows, brewing of EM and compost tea as well as air operated liv-
ing machine 

• Sacred Geometry is built into all the foundation to height ratios - EMR Tech-
nology is humanized through BioGeometrical design. 

•   
We would love for you take part in Wautillarium’s vision!  

 
Your PREorder investment into our  video course is a key component 

to R&D Wautillarium 
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We need your support to adopt 4 orphans  

 
After 8 years of working on a conclusion from the orphanage, Zoya finally received positive confir-
mation to be able to adopt children.  If at any age, whilst you are an adult you fear being alone and 
not needed by anyone else, what can be said about the fear level if you are just a child. 
 
After the first wave of coronavirus, many parents have died out, leaving a lot of orphans. We are 
adopting the children who have the least chance of having a family because they are siblings and 
are unsplittable. Their age is also not favourable for post parents who wish to adopt.  

We really need your help, because we are taking children from far parts of Siberia and flights are 
costly.  We need to purchase 6 air flights and at one go it is difficult for us. 

Because of the above we've reduced the price of our water and dome course as well as Wautillari-
um cold climate home course (preorder) to 150 bucks. Together with Zoya we've already started 
digging the foundation of the first Wautillarium.  

You can look at a range of our courses on this page www.bioveda.co 
 
If you have already signed up for our training then we would really appreciate any tiny amount be-
cause each dollar will bring us closer to get flights for our children to come home. You can also 
share our downloadable graphics with your friends. 
 
Alternatively, you can donate any amount through PayPal to zoyayankovskaya.ru@gmail.com // 
the payment for the course can go to the same PayPal address. 

Thanking you in advance  

Alёsha & Zoya Lynoff  

Return to Contents 

https://click.mlsend.com/link/c/YT0xNjg5MzQ5NjMwNTY4OTYxOTA5JmM9YjBqMiZlPTE5MjgmYj02MDMzNTMwNTMmZD13M2k3bDV2.rb-s63SRNNjvrnymyQo0pHCoCpiIoPsm-AfzNh3y_cM
https://click.mlsend.com/link/c/YT0xNjg5MzQ5NjMwNTY4OTYxOTA5JmM9YjBqMiZlPTE5MjgmYj02MDMzNTMwNTYmZD1rN2o5aTVv.czitLND0hTKvyuVCzFh9MDgYLDV92j5hj9hmtWsPZwU
mailto:to%C2%A0zoyayankovskaya.ru@gmail.com
https://www.bioveda.co/
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OUR MISSION 

We envision a future, where shelter is no longer just a roof and four walls, but that our homes and com-

munities are fully self-reliant, self-regenerative, and economically viable. Abundantly producing food and 
clean water, and managing and re-using all their own waste, in balance with nature. 

Haven Earth Center was created to meet the growing demand for the systematic, earth-focused devel-

opment of sovereign, self-reliant, organically grown, eco-communities globally. 

Through our research, we have found unique ways in which we can rapidly develop ethical projects, 
with the support of conscious investors and a growing collective of Master Natural builders, Eco-

wizards, Bio-technicians, Permaculture and food growing specialists, teacher trainers, and much more.   

Together, we are co-creating and developing amazing models of self-regenerative, self-reliant, eco-

communities world wide. 

Haven Earth Center is a catalyst for the change we wish to see in the world. 

If, like ourselves, you are dedicated to building an earth-centred model of living, we openly welcome 

you and look forward to making you apart of our collective. 

         In the end, it is together; in unity and in harmony, that we will co-create the reality we have been dreaming 

of, and in our hearts, know it is achievable. 

https://www.havenearth.org/
https://www.havenearth.org/
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By Nicole Celestine 
 

What makes a positive community? 
 
Before answering that question, let’s zoom out a little bit. 
 
Humans are made to live and work with others in a community where we can thrive. We are social 
beings that have evolved to exist within communities. 
 
The quality of a community is often dictated by the degree of engagement and happiness individuals 
can draw from community interactions. Yet, sadly, some communities promote feelings of self-doubt 
and isolation. 
 
Positive communities are groups that inspire their members in ways that promote a sense of self-
discovery and group connection, encourage members to express their beliefs and values and 
build relationships with others. 
 

What is a Community? 

While most of us know intuitively what is meant by the word ‘community,’ the term has been used to 

WHAT MAKES A POSITIVE COMMUNITY? 

https://positivepsychology.com/relationship-therapy/
https://positivepsychology.com/10-traits-positive-community/
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refer to a wide range of different phenomena 
throughout time. For instance, the word is often 
used to refer to co-location in a neighborhood, 
social capital (i.e., thinking of others as re-
sources), or social organization at a state or na-
tional level (Mah & Carpenter, 2016). 
Today, the word can mean all or none of these 
things. 
 
A synthesis of definitions from sociology sug-
gests that a community is a social unit (or group 
of living things) that share something in common, 
such as customs, identifying characteristics, val-
ues, beliefs, or norms (Mah & Carpenter, 2016). 
 
To illustrate, it is likely you have heard references 
to the term ‘LGBTQI+ community.’ This is a 
loosely defined grouping of individuals, organiza-
tions, and social movements who take an interest 
in the rights and subcultures of lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual, transgender, queer, and intersex popula-
tions. 
 
In line with the definition of a community, mem-
bers of the LGBTQI+ community share common 
identifying characteristics (e.g., gender identity, 
sexual preference) and values (e.g., the freedom 
to openly express one’s identity). 
 
Communities are based around networks of social 
relations that extend beyond one’s immediate 
family, and they are thought to have some longev-
ity. That is, members of a community stay in reg-
ular social contact with one another. 
 
Further, while being physically situated close to 
other community members is sometimes neces-
sary for that community to thrive, there has been a 
rise in mobile and virtual communities that are 
challenging classic understandings of the term. 
 
For instance, the 100 million users that regularly 
log in to online games like World of 
Warcraft (MMO Populations, n.d.) are part of a 
global virtual community. Likewise, online fo-
rums and Facebook groups on niche hobbies are 
other forms of virtual community. 
 

What is a Positive Community? 
 
Communities can have positive, negative, or null 
consequences for their members and the broader 
environment in which they are situated. 
 
Positive experiences with communities allow in-
dividuals to feel more connected to their environ-
ment and the people in it. Further, the connection 

that comes with being in a community can act as a 
support system for members when they require 
encouragement or help. 
 
Indeed, the power of community involvement is 
well-recognized by scholars and can help combat 
the sense of isolation that can be felt among social 
minorities. 
 
For instance, one study of mental health among 
bisexual women found that participating in a bi-
sexual-specific community 2-3 times per week 
helped reduce the impact of internalized negative 
attitudes about one’s bisexuality on depressive 
symptoms (Lambe, Cerezo, & O’Shaughnessy, 
2017). 
 
Similarly, another study showed that rural, low-
income mothers who regularly engaged with their 
faith-based communities exhibited fewer depres-
sive symptoms (Garrison, Marks, Lawrence, & 
Braun, 2005). 
 
Scientific recognition of the benefits of communi-
ty involvement for mental health has translated to 
a range of mental health campaigns across the 
world. For example, Australia’s long-running Act
-Belong-Commit campaign encourages people to 
be mentally healthy by getting involved with a 
local community group and committing to a 
meaningful cause, such as through volunteering 
(Act-Belong-Commit, n.d.). 
 
At a national level, Iceland embarked on a plan to 
reduce teenage alcohol and drug consumption by 
providing more access to community sporting 
groups. 
 
The results of the campaign were groundbreaking. 
Following the initiative, the percentage of teenag-
ers who reported excessive alcohol consumption 
in the previous month dropped from 42% in 1998 
to 5% in 2016. Likewise, the percentage who re-
ported ever using cannabis dropped from 17% to 
7%, and cigarette use fell from 23% to 3% 
(Young, 2017). 
 
Based on these results, it is clear that involvement 
in positive communities can have a tangible im-
pact on individuals by helping them avoid nega-
tive outcomes, such as poor mental health, by 
providing a sense of belonging and directing 
members’ attention and energy toward beneficial 
activities. 
 
However, involvement in positive communities 
can bring about positive change in the broader 

https://positivepsychology.com/core-beliefs-worksheets/
https://positivepsychology.com/10-traits-positive-community/
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environment, too. 
 
In his book, Facilitator’s Guide to Participatory Decision-Making, leading expert on collaborative de-
cision making, Sam Kaner (2014), describes the process that community groups undergo when trying 
to bring about change in an environment. 
 
To achieve change, members of a group must navigate what Kaner refers to as the “groan zone.” This 
is referred to as such because it is uncomfortable and sometimes marked by conflict. However, when 
parties build trust and communicate a shared vision with those who have the power to enact change, 
positive outcomes can result. 
 
An example may be a community dedicated to improving sustainability in a particular city. By build-
ing a sense of trust, practicing open communication, and conveying a shared vision of what the city 
may look like with more clean energy, change may be enacted. In this way, positive outcomes extend 
beyond the group’s confines and its members but can positively affect a broader community. 
  

5 Drivers of Community Formation 

 
There are two key 
reasons why commu-
nities may form. 
 
Communities tend to 
form when one or 
more individuals want 
to connect with others 
possessing similar 
values, beliefs, inter-
ests, etc., and such a 
group doesn’t current-
ly exist, or  
Inadvertently, as a 
result of being co-
located. 

 
Whether such groups 
form on purpose or by 
accident, discovering 
others with whom we share common characteristics can be incredibly comforting and rewarding. In-
volvement in positive and encouraging communities can also facilitate self-reflection and exploration 
of core values and beliefs. 
 
Here are five key grounds upon which communities tend to form (and why others may be motivated to 
join said communities; Perkins, 2015). 
  
1. Shared identity 
It is common for communities to form among those who share a common sense of identity. For in-
stance, alumni group-members share a history at the same learning institution. Likewise, ethnic com-
munities share aspects of their culture and heritage in common. 
  
2. Shared purpose 
Those who feel passionately about social causes will often band together as a community. These objec-
tives can be large-scale, such as working together to eradicate a particular disease, or be on a smaller, 
more local scale, such as a community that seeks to get a particular party member elected. 
  
3. Common objectives 
Some communities are united by concrete goals or the pursuit of mutually beneficial outcomes. For 

https://positivepsychology.com/build-trust/
https://positivepsychology.com/communication-techniques/
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instance, millions of Facebook users around the 
world engage with Facebook’s many buy-and-
sell communities. 
 
These communities are formed by everyday Fa-
cebook users so that people can buy, sell, and bid 
on niche categories of items. Thus, these groups’ 
members share common objectives, such as ac-
quiring new possessions or making a profit on 
ones that are no longer needed. 
  
4. Shared interests or passions 
Many communities form based on common in-
terests or hobbies, such as in Iceland’s example 
of teen sporting groups. Examples of interests 
that may lead to community formation include 
the arts, sports, cooking, cultures, and games. 
  
5. Common Behavior 
Communities can serve to hold their members 
accountable for enacting particular behaviors and 
reaching certain goals. 
 
When a person commits to achieve a goal, they 
are typically less likely to succeed when they do 
so in private. If they start deviating from their 
objective, there will be no one present to hold 
them accountable. 
 
Conversely, when a person verbalizes their goals 
to others within a community, there is a social 
expectation that they will achieve that goal. Thus 
that person becomes more likely to succeed 
(Oppong, 2017). 
 
Further, when someone faces hurdles to achiev-
ing a goal, others in their community pursuing 
similar objectives can provide support and empa-
thize with their situations. Good examples of 
such communities include Alcoholics Anony-
mous and weight-loss groups (Perkins, 2015). 
  

10 Traits of Positive Communities 

Positive communities may differ in what they 
encourage, but overall, ten characteristics tend to 
make for a successful community. 
  
1. Common goals 
Effective communities often share similar values 
and belief systems. These can motivate its indi-
viduals to accomplish mutually held goals, the 
nature of which may vary depending on the 
group in question. 
 
For example, one community may value envi-
ronmental goals, such as promoting recycling 
and making forest areas more habitable for wild-

life. In contrast, another community may place 
value on an effective education system and 
thereby work toward the goal of influencing edu-
cation policy. 
  
2. Freedom of expression 
Central to developing a positive community is 
comfort among its members when it comes to 
speaking their minds and expressing what is im-
portant to them. 
 
Individuals who feel encouraged to give input 
about an issue and who feel heard when they 
speak their minds are more likely to feel con-
nected to their community. Further, successful 
communities recognize the importance of opin-
ions that diverge from the majority and are open 
to hearing these (Greenberg & Edwards, 2009). 
 
In contrast, dysfunctional communities tend to 
silence voices that diverge from those espoused 
by the majority or group leaders. 
 
At best, communities with such dynamics may 
miss opportunities to improve their practices and 
enhance their members’ fulfillment from their 
involvement (Bashshur & Oc, 2015). At worst, 
they may harm their members by isolating them 
from diverse viewpoints or exerting undue con-
trol. 
  
3. Address member concerns with sensitivity 
Not only is it important to create a community 
that encourages the voicing of concerns, but it is 
also important to ensure that members feel their 
concerns are adequately addressed. 
Positive communities prioritize their members’ 
wellbeing and address concerns in a timely and 
sensitive manner when they arise. For communi-
ty leaders, this means taking the time to listen 
carefully to any concerns raised and taking the 
necessary steps to assess risks and conduct fur-
ther investigations when necessary. 
 
Throughout this process, community leaders 
need to act fairly, keep clear records, and main-
tain good communication with the member who 
initially raised the concern (Whistleblowing 
Helpline, 2016). Sometimes, it may also be ap-
propriate to protect the member’s identity by re-
ferring to the community member anonymously 
in any documentation. 
  
4. Set clear policies and obligations 
Strong and enduring communities typically set 
clear rules and expectations to guide the conduct 
of its members. Doing so ensures that there is as 

https://positivepsychology.com/what-is-positive-education/
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little ambiguity as possible regarding what is and is not okay and will help minimize misunder-
standings. 
 
Depending on the community’s nature, it may be helpful to establish a code of conduct that ex-
plicitly links a community’s mission, values, and principles to expected standards of behavior. 
Such a code can then help community members to behave ethically, meet their obligations, and 
carry out day-to-day decision making (Ethics & Compliance Initiative, n.d.). 
  
5. Fairness 
With policies and expectations clearly in place, enforcement of these rules should be applied 
fairly. 
 
Feeling a sense of fairness is critical to the experience of good relationships, and good relation-
ships are often a key driver of people’s involvement in communities (Butorova, n.d.). There-
fore, a community that does not apply its rules fairly risks inadvertently driving away its mem-
bers and producing feelings of disconnection. 
 
For instance, the community member who feels that they must ‘pick up the slack’ for another 
member who has neglected to meet their obligations may begin to feel resentment toward this 
member. They may also feel resentment toward the community’s leadership, who have failed 
to hold this member accountable. 
  
6. Celebrate heritage and traditions 
Every long-standing community has heritage and traditions that have arisen during the commu-
nity’s development. Positive communities embrace their culture by reminding members of the 
long way the community has come. 
 
There are many ways to celebrate a community’s heritage and traditions. One way is through 
its artifacts–observable symbols and signs of a community’s culture (Ott, 1989). 
 
Examples of artifacts include a community’s stories and legends, such as a dramatic tale of 
how the community was formed; Wilkins, 1983; language, in the way members greet one an-
other; rituals and ceremonies (Smith & Stewart, 2011), and physical structures or symbols such 
as trophies or the design of physical spaces. 
  
7. Promote interaction among members 
Positive communities work to foster a feeling of genuine connection among members by 
providing plenty of interaction opportunities. Doing this can motivate members to meet their 
obligations and work toward the established goals of the community. 
 
More specifically, crafting opportunities for members to experience emotional contagion in 
their interactions is key. 
 
Emotional contagion occurs when two or more people focus on a common activity and emo-
tional experience, generating feelings of group solidarity (Collins, 2004). Examples of activi-
ties that may induce emotional contagion feelings include protesting about a cause a communi-
ty is passionate about or singing along to songs together at a karaoke night. 
  
8. Elect leaders that stand by community values 
Individuals elected to leadership positions within positive communities should be fair and just 
in their focus. Their shared values should inform the decisions they make on behalf of the com-
munity. 
 
Where possible, leaders should be diverse and represent the full scope of views and identities 
present within the community, such as electing an equal balance of men and women to a board. 
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9. Prioritize effective communication 
Communication is essential for any effective 
community. Not only does this mean clearly 
communicating policies, rules, and expecta-
tions, but it also means keeping members up to 
date about ongoing projects, changes to poli-
cies, and upcoming events. 
 
Often, communities will set up their own cus-
tomized channels to facilitate effective com-
munication. Examples of such channels in-
clude regular monthly meetings, circulated 
meeting minutes, digital social networking ser-
vices, and newsletters. 
  
10. Make smart decisions 
Decisions made by positive and encouraging 
communities focus primarily on the promotion 
of its vision and aims. When in doubt about 
decisions that must be made, positive lead-
ers should consider whether any major deci-
sion is aligned with the community’s vision 
and aims. It is the members’ identification 
with a vision and aims that likely led them to 
join the community in the first place. 
 
Members will inevitably disagree on some is-
sues, but an effective community leader incor-
porates concerns from all sides of an issue to 
arrive at final decisions. 
 
Positive communities are governed by effec-
tive leaders, who represent and execute the 
community’s values with fairness and genuine 
concern for their members. 
  

5 Quotes About Positive Communities 

People who work together in communities can 
achieve amazing things. Let these quotes serve 
as reminders of the drivers and benefits of pos-
itive communities. As you read them, think 
about whether any resonate with you and the 
communities you are involved in. 
 
The greatness of a community is most accu-
rately measured by the compassionate actions 
of its members. ~ Coretta Scott King 

Every successful individual knows that his or 
her achievement depends on a community of 
persons working together. ~Paul Ryan 
 
The power of community to create health is far 
greater than any physician, clinic or hospital. 
~ Mark Hyman 
 
Communication leads to community, that is, to 
understanding, intimacy and mutual valuing. 
~Rollo May 
 
Empathy is the starting point for creating a 
community and taking action. It is the impetus 
for creating change. ~ Max Carver 
  

A Take-Home Message 

According to Henrik Ibsen, “A community is 
like a ship; everyone ought to be prepared to 
take the helm.” 
 
Indeed, well-functioning, positive communi-
ties can motivate extraordinary commitment 
and dedication from their members, such that 
they will be willing to ‘take the helm’ when 
called upon. 
 
At their core, positive communities generate 
this commitment because they are founded on 
a compelling and inspiring vision that mem-
bers can identify with. Whether this vision is 
to eradicate world hunger or have the best 
Christmas lights display in the neighborhood, 
positive communities get members excited 
about interacting with one another and contrib-
uting. 
 

∞ 

If you enjoyed reading this article and wish to 
learn more, check out our Positive Relation-
ships Masterclass©. This Masterclass is a 
complete, science-based training template for 
practitioners and coaches that contains all the 
materials you’ll need to help your clients im-
prove their personal and professional relation-
ships, ultimately enhancing their mental well-
being. 

 

Nicole Celestine is a behavioral scientist and writer based in 

Perth, Western Australia. Her research interests lie at the intersection 

between wellbeing, personal energy, and positive psychology, and her 

work appears in several top business journals, including the Journal of 

Organizational Behavior. 
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Echo Recording Studio 

Peter Salzwedel—Sound engineer and videographer,  

Nelspruit, MP South Africa; 013 753 2611  

https://web.facebook.com/mpumalangasocialmedia/
https://web.facebook.com/mpumalangasocialmedia/
https://www.instagram.com/mpumalangasocialmedia/
https://web.facebook.com/mpumalangasocialmedia/
https://twitter.com/graskoponline
https://web.facebook.com/Echo-Recording-Studio-786738208137203/
https://web.facebook.com/Echo-Recording-Studio-786738208137203/
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Spotlight On... 

Amanda Warnock 

Community  

in Action!  

I met Amanda Warnock in April, shortly after the opening of My Little Bakery, in our tiny mountain tour-

ist town of Graskop, Mpumalanga, South Africa, and what a delightful surprise! Not only were her eclairs 

the first I ever loved, not to mention liked, but her business model and vision were inspirational to see in 

action. My Little Bakery is a cooperative endeavor, where Amanda runs the store and kitchen while seven 

other local bakers, and six crafters display their products in the bakery, (I have my CD and books on her 

shelves). With such a great community effort going on, I couldn’t pass up spotlighting Amanda Warnock 

and My (her) Little Bakery. So, I sat down with her to get to know her a bit, to pick her brain and shine 

some light on how she began the community work she’s doing and how it’s going.  

Leah. How did you get started with My Little Bakery? 

Amanda: In our family, my grandmother, aunt and mother , a sibling to nine others, were the ones who 

baked. I used to watch and bake and cook with my mom. She taught me a lot. I also took a liking to cook-

ing in school. Back in our days we had home economics as a subject, and that is where I started learning. 

I was 16 when I started thinking about the food industry and baking and I used to watch all the shows on 

TV. Gordon Ramsey was my inspiration. I wasn’t selling to the public but that’s when I started dreaming 

about it. It’s really a passion, you know, it’s my forte, it’s what I think I was born to do. But it took me a 

very long time to find confidence to produce my things for the public.” 

I started baking for the public about 3 years ago. I actually had a little bakery in Graskop. Just a small one 

https://web.facebook.com/mpumalangasocialmedia/
https://web.facebook.com/Echo-Recording-Studio-786738208137203/
https://web.facebook.com/Echo-Recording-Studio-786738208137203/
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where I did single items like 

croissants, apple Danishes, 

rolls, and breads. Then I 

started doing cakes. After 

that, we moved to Barber-

ton, and I opened up My 

Little Bakery there and I 

started selling more to the 

public and it grew bigger.  

When I came back to 

Graskop I didn’t want to bake 

for the public anymore, but 

then word got around town 

that I was back, and people started phoning me, 

“will you bake me this, will you bake me that?” 

And that’s how I started here again.  

I baked at home this time around, but I didn’t 

want a lot of customers coming to the house. So 

my husband, Ted, suggested I move to the sec-

ond-hand shop, which we own, as there’s a huge 

kitchen in the back.  

After moving there, a baker came to me and 

asked if I could sell her goods and asked for ad-

vice. Then another came for advice on deco-

rating cakes and such. I went to Ted about look-

ing into a new premises, and he said I should see 

if I could get more bakers to come and do this 

thing with me, so I arranged a meeting with all 

the other bakers in town and yeah, that’s how it 

started (two months ago!)  The arranging of it 

took less than a month. We wanted to get it up 

ang going before Easter. We opened on Good 

Friday!” 

Leah: Wow! That’s amazing! So, how has it been 

going? 

Amanda: Things are going well. We’re getting a 

lot of local support, which I’m very grateful for. 

I’m hoping once the economy opens up and eve-

rything…I won’t say “goes back to normal” be 
 

cause that may be a couple of years, but it will be 

nice when we can welcome in international tour-

ists and people from all over again.  

But as a local girl, I also want to accommodate 

the locals as much as I can in the sense of, if they 

come to me and say, “I only have this much…” I 

can turn around and say, “I’ll create something 

for you with that amount.”  

Yeah, the locals are absolutely awesome when it 

comes to supporting us. Especially when I adver-

tise specials. I have Getrude going out with a bas-

ket once a week and selling little treats. It’s going 

well, I’m truly blessed. 

Leah:  Tell me a bit about how your day goes. 

Amanda: I get up at about half-past-four then do 

my things at home, and then I get ready for work 

and I’m here at about quarter-past-6 to open at 

7. There are days when I wake up and it’s like I 

don’t want to open up today, I just don’t feel like 

it and I’m so tired, but I come in, and you know, I 

just have to get one message from a customer 

saying that they are so happy with a product, it 

just makes my day! Actually, getting reviews like 

that is like being hooked on drugs, that high after 

you’ve received that message. I Love it! And bak-

ing is a passion! It’s what I like doing and I think 

that I wouldn’t be at peace if I wasn’t doing it.  

Leah: What do you do outside of the bakery? 

You mentioned before that your family runs sev-

eral businesses? 
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Amanda: Yes, besides My Little Bakery, there’s 

the second-hand shop; my husband has a timber 

farm and contracts with sawmills and local 

trades; then he has the antique side of his busi-

ness, which he wants to do online and also open 

a small show room in town; and I’m also a part-

time teacher. I got my degree for teaching after 

high school.  My mom said to me she didn’t mind 

if I went into cooking or whatever I wanted, but I 

needed something behind my name. So, I re-

ceived my teaching degree first, then I got into 

baking.  

I also home school our 15-year-old daughter, 

Tayla, but she’s now of that age where she can 

carry on independently. I mean, she’s learning 14 

languages on top of her schooling, she’s very tal-

ented and artistic as well. She’s teaching herself 

to play guitar, she plays chess against herself, 

and she’s writing a script because she wants to 

become a movie director.   

Leah: Incredible, thanks for sharing. I can’t wait 

to meet her and get going with our Graskop 

Home Schooler’s group (a new adventure we’ve 

just begun).  

So, what’s your vision for the future?  

Amanda: My vision is for My Little Bakery to 

grow as big as it can get and to welcome the 

tourists back. I just want it stay blessed and grow.  

Leah: What type of advice would you give to oth-

ers who have a dream but don’t know where to 

start?  

Amanda: Well firstly, obviously, do the research 

of everything you would like to do and how to 

improve. But I think that, especially in these 

times with Covid, people don’t know what’s go-

ing to happen, but I think they should go for it! 

Do it anyway! Stick it out! You have to work your 

business. It doesn’t matter how gloomy or nega-

tive things may look now, it’s going to get better. 

And I believe that. I’ve had plenty of my own 

gloomy times. So, yeah I think people should just 

prosper, work hard at it and achieve their goals.  

Another thing I do, and I recommend it to every-

body, is when you get up, look at yourself in the 

mirror and tell yourself you love yourself and be 

positive. I know, with all the doom and gloom 

that’s going on in our country and the world, it’s 

very difficult to say that, but I just think that eve-

rybody should be positive, or at least try, because 

it will make the world heal and it will help every-
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body think differently.  

Leah: Definitely. Are there any mistakes you made 

or things you would do differently?  

Amanda: I would hope everybody learns from 

their mistakes, I certainly have. When I was young 

and naïve I didn’t take business very seriously and 

I actually lost a lot of business as a result. When 

you’re younger you make all the mistakes. When 

you’re 40 and much wiser (laughs) you tend to re-

alize where you would have been by now by not 

making those mistakes. Nowadays, I have to work 

harder everyday to make up for the times I was 

lazy.  

Also, the way I used to approach customers was 

wrong. If somebody wasn’t happy, I would be very 

aggressive but now, being into Reiki, (my husband 

is a Reiki master) I respond to people much differ-

ently. When you learn of the universe and ener-

gies and things like that, you seem to change your 

whole perspective of what you are trying to 

achieve or focus on and how to achieve it. I 

burn sage every day in the house and in the 

business; it helps me relax and it keeps me 

positive. I feel that if I don’t burn sage, I’m 

just not a positive as I could be. I am very 

open to the Universe, now. I never used to under-

stand it. I think once you open your mind, body 

and soul to a different perspective, it’s a whole 

new dynamic.  

Ted has been so supportive and has helped me as 

best as he can. He helped me finance this, and I’m 

very grateful for all the lessons he’s taught me and 

for standing by me through thick and thin, he’s 

been my rock.  

Leah: That’s wonderful. Sounds like my Cameron. I 

think we covered most everything. Is there any-

thing that you would like to add? 

Amanda: I’ll end it off with my favourite quote, 

“Take every day as it comes and make every day a 

masterpiece.”  

Leah: Perfect.   

If Amanda’s eclairs are any indication, her days 

must be masterpieces indeed! 

∞ 

Selling cupcakes for Youth Day 
and International Cupcake 
Day, all monies went to sup-
port Angie’s Creche nursery in 
Graskop.   
Live busking, by yours truly, 
got our GHS fund started. 
We’ll be saving money toward 
a special event, trip or project.  

∞ 
Return to Contents 
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Phulbari English Medium K.G School, Bangladesh 

R EL EA SI N G  C H I I L DR EN  FRO M  T HE  C UR S E  O F  I L LI T ER ACY  

Editor’s Note: I met Mukul Nandi, through Humanitiy’s Team’s FB page, where I met Cameron. 

Mukul is founder of Phulbari English Medium K.G School, located in a rural village of Bangladesh. As 

you will see by his writings, Mukul has a heart full of Love and Compassion for the children of 

Phulbari, and has given his life to educating them so they may have more abundant and successful fu-

tures.  Taken from his Blogspot and personal messages written to me, here is Mukul’s story and re-

quest, in his own words.  

I established this school in 1999 at a very small town named Phulbari in the district of Dinajpur under 

the division of Rajshahi (now Rangpur). This school started her journey with only ten sweet underpriv-

ileged children . Now about two hundred sweet underprivileged children including very some sweet 

tribal children are reading in this school. Most people hereof are uneducated, though they are now get-

ting educated gradually. The people of this country are very weak in English, but they are very inter-

ested in learning English. Thinking this subject, we established this school.  

These sweet children come to our school from around Phulbari and various remote villages. I love 

these sweet and loving children so much and they also love and respect me so much. Most of these 

sweet children come to our school from various working class families. The sweet parents of most of 

 

https://pemkgsbd1.blogspot.com/2016/03/releasing-chiildren-from-curse-of.html
https://pemkgsbd1.blogspot.com/
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they work in the field and some pull vans, 

Rickshaws and so on. Very few come to our 

school from developed families.  

I very often ask these children what they have 

eaten in the morning. Some say that they have 

eaten rice, some say that they have eaten hand-

made bread. But when some say that they have 

not eaten anything because they had no foods 

at their house, my heart breaks. Sometimes, we 

give these sweet children biscuits, chocolates, 

fruits and foods , so that they are encouraged to 

read. 

Ten devoted, loving and so wonderful teachers 

have been teaching these sweet children with a 

great care and so sweet love. The teachers are 

unpaid. I always feel very sad and so much dis-

appointed. So, sometimes I think if I could give 

these so sweet and devoted teachers something 

as salary or honorarium at the end of month, 

they will be more and more encouraged in 

teaching these sweet children, though these 

teachers are always so loving, wonderful and 

so friendly with these sweet children. 

We have been teaching these sweet children 

Bengali (our national subject), English, Math, 

Social Science, General Knowledge Book, 

General Science, Various English Word Books, 

Bengali Word Books, Number Books and Vari-

ous Letter Books in this school. But we always 

give very much importance to teaching English 

Books and English Language. We have been 

giving these sweet children about everything 

like pencils, pencil cutters, pens, erasers, 

scripts, various word books, letter books, vari-

ous number books etc. We have been giving 

them these things with the sweet help of some 

local people. 

As a Principal, I always feel very happy and 

glad seeing these sweet children learn with a 

great joy and happiness. This school is from 

class Nursery to Class Five. It is a matter of so 

great joy and happiness that the sweet children 

of this school take part in the government com-

pletion examination of class five every year 

and get successful with a great reputation. Af-

ter that, these sweet children get the opportuni-

ty of getting admitted into various famous 

schools of this country, Bangladesh. They 

bring a great glory and reputation to our school 

like this every year. I always feel so and so 

proud of these sweet children.  

I reformed this school in 2013 with the sweet 

and great help of some sweet and wonderful 

Facebook brothers, sisters and friends. I always 

feel very grateful to them for their so sweet and 

kind help for our school reformation. But it is a 

matter of great sorrows and disappointment 

that I could not yet reform this school well. 

Some of the classrooms get rainwater during 

the rains. So, I feel very afraid when the rains 

set in.  

Our school office room is also in very bad con-

dition. It also gets rainwater during the rains 

and all the official things get wet. There are 

only two bathrooms which are not at all suffi-

cient for so many sweet children. There is no 

ceiling, window scales and door scales in the 

classrooms. So, the children suffer in the winter 

and summer seasons. There is no boundary 

wall in this school. When the school breaks off, 

the children run in various directions. I feel 

very afraid at this. These problems always en-

compass me. Whenever I think deeply about 

these school problems and these sweet chil-

dren, I feel so much disappointed but again 

when I remain in touch with these sweet and 

loving children, I forget all these problems be-

cause these sweet children love me so much.  
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I had been running this school 

well enough though it had been 

going on with the love and kind-

ness of some local people. I had 

lots of hope and dreams with this 

school, but corona virus has bro-

ken all my dreams and hopes 

about our school. We have lost 

all our school funding owing to 

this virus. My elder brother and I 

have been unemployed since 

March 2020. I still hope to reo-

pen this school, but financial 

help is badly needed.  
 

If you would kindly like to send your sweet love and help, you 

can send through our school account:  

Account Name: Phulbari English Medium K.G School,  
Account Number: 3112-901-12624,  
Pubali Bank Limited, Phulbari Branch, Dinajpur Bangladesh.  
Swift code: PUBABDDH.  
 
You could as well send your help through Western Union. 

Please always keep our school and our sweet school children 

in your thought, prayers and your 

sweet love. Lots of thanks and my so 

sweet love.  

 

God’s Will Children Foundation is 

working to bring clean water to 

their village. You can help by 

making a donation via 

Moneygram to Nsamba Umaru, 

Kigombya, Mukono, Uganda.  For 

instruction on using Moneygram, 

check out this article. To make a 

direct bank to bank international 

transfer, email Nsamba for bank 

details. 

DONATE TO: 
Graskop Animals In Need  

Banking Details: FNB Graskop;     
Branch 27 02 52 

Cheque Acc no:  626 7211 7712 

73 Church Street 1270 
Graskop, South Africa;  

084 551 0134 ; 
gain1302@gmail.com 

Return to Contents 

Mukul Nandi, Principal  

https://thewealthyalchemist.com/how-to-send-a-moneygram/#3_Enter_the_receiver8217s_details
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/?api=1&destination=-24.93246%2C30.84161&fbclid=IwAR3y5LKvA_E7SyO-4pFL6oFZOiZtB_P9J_DIrHVh_320bAbZwWOB1WwDibQ
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/?api=1&destination=-24.93246%2C30.84161&fbclid=IwAR3y5LKvA_E7SyO-4pFL6oFZOiZtB_P9J_DIrHVh_320bAbZwWOB1WwDibQ
mailto:gain1302@gmail.com
https://web.facebook.com/iamhelpingchildren?_rdc=1&_rdr
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIuAeZvuTzhm7UEoXLpSQZg
mailto:mukulnandi1972@yahoo.com
mailto:gwcfdonations@gmail.com
https://www.zionchildrensorphanageug.org/
https://web.facebook.com/Support-IN-Christ-Organisation-100136131803446
https://www.gofundme.com/f/emergency-in-uganda-children-at-risk?utm_source=customer&utm_campaign=p_cp+share-sheet&utm_medium=copy_link_all
https://web.facebook.com/childrecharityfoundation
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It’s been 6 months since driving away 
from my safe harbor in Illinois and head-
ing for roads unknown. 
  
Spending 3 months building out my 
dream mobile home did not prepare me 
for the work God would do along my path. 
I thought I would be in charge of my 
route and journey, but God had other 
plans. There were knocks on my door, al-
most daily, from people curious about a 
Poets Journey. Where was I going? What 
do I do? Who is this brave woman who 
would dare to travel alone? 
 

Each time, they found a mirror. I reflected 
back to them their fears and they saw 
them for what they were, illusion. You are 
the creator. Your expression and gifts are 
valuable. You are valuable. Love yourself 
enough to follow that dream. You too can 
be the artist. Be the poet. Be the travel-
er…only if you too are willing to surrender 
all that holds you back. 
 

In the 6 months I have witnessed glorious 
sunrises and sunsets in the backdrop of 
many amazing settings. I have cleaned 
out my closet of many “what ifs” and “if 
only’s” and found happiness in the pin-
prick of what is. 
God was at every stop, every meeting, 
supplying my every need! Because that is 
what I expected of an amazing creator. 
 
There have been many new friends that 
have shared their perspectives of the 
world. I grew. There were mechanical 
challenges and digital deserts. I grew. 
Going with the flow has been sweet and 

thirst quenching one moment and drink-
ing the ocean in one gulp the next.  
 
Each new awareness, I grew. 
  
I may be currently docked for brake ser-
vice in Illinois again, but I am confident it 
is part of the journey, but not the end. I 
have a job in Door County teaching art for 
the summer.   
 
I also have the honor of being one of 7 
women that Tiny Home Tours will follow 
with their film crew for their 
Traveling Solo Series to be 
streamed on YouTube and 
hopefully picked up by Hulu or 
Netflix. Keep following me 
@thispoetsjourney. See my 
art @poetansperry.  

 
Donations appreciated at https://
gofund.me/e984b6b2 
 
(See past Omni Vision articles on An-
Sperry here and here).  

Update on…  

Anne Sperry  

Take a 15 minute tour of the finished bus on Tiny Home 
Tours YouTube  channel Her Beautiful Bus Conversion 
Tiny House - Divorce To Life On The Road 
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https://gofund.me/e984b6b2
https://gofund.me/e984b6b2
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/single-post/omni-vision-issue-6
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/single-post/omni-vision-issue-7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMrKl3Rw5Qs
https://youtu.be/JMrKl3Rw5Qs
https://youtu.be/JMrKl3Rw5Qs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMrKl3Rw5Qs
https://www.amazon.com/COVID-Chronicles-Hermosa-AnSperry-Journeys-ebook/dp/B08G1NJCZX/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=ansperry+covid+chronicles&qid=1624984017&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Floating-Feathers-mothers-journey-AnSperry/dp/B08FKQ56Z7/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=An+Sperry+floating+feathers&qid=1600273732&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=An+Sperry+sunrise+honeymoons&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/COVID-Chronicles-Hermosa-AnSperry-Journeys-ebook/dp/B08G1NJCZX/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=covid+chronicles+ansperry&qid=1601303182&s=digital-text&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=An+Sperry+sunrise+honeymoons&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/Floating-Feathers-mothers-journey-AnSperry/dp/B08FKQ56Z7/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=An+Sperry+floating+feathers&qid=1600273732&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.instagram.com/thispoetsjourney/
https://www.instagram.com/poetansperry/
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Editor’s note: We featured Joya soul in Omni Vi-
sion Issue #4.  Since then she’s done quite a bit 
including releasing her debut album and co-
creating the Youtube video Supermom, which got 
over 10,000 views in less than 2 months!  Watch 
here. 

Joya Soul is the embodiment of empower-

ment. Driven by a deep calling and sheer de-
termination, she set out to learn guitar, sing, 
and record a full-length album, with zero back-
ground in music, all under two years. Her new-
ly released debut album, Eudaimonia (the 
Greek word for “human flourishing”), introduc-
es the many sides of Joya Soul. A combination 
of uplifting and motivational lyrics, set to a 
tone that is catchy and playful, with a dash of 
healthy rebellion against the status quo, you 
get the self-proclaimed genre of “Posi-
pop” (positive pop) that is the sound of Joya 
Soul. Her newest music video, "Supermom", a 
crowd-sourced production of real moms, is 
just one example of her mission, to use her 
work as a force for others' empowerment, by 
speaking to contemporary social topics in a 
non-confronting, get stuck in your head, 
catchy kind of way. Listen to her most recent 
release WILD on Spotify: Watch the music vid-
eo SUPERMOM that will make you laugh and 
feel good on Youtube:  Join the journey of the 
on-purpose indie-artist by finding all her 
platforms on linktree and on her website. 

Update on… 

Joya Soul 
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https://youtu.be/5V3cKeCZ8wo
https://tinyurl.com/JoyaSoul
https://youtu.be/5V3cKeCZ8wo
https://linktr.ee/JoyaSoul
https://www.joyasoulmusic.com/
https://www.joyasoulmusic.com/
https://web.facebook.com/Joyasoulmusic
https://soundcloud.com/joyasoul
https://tinyurl.com/JoyaSoul
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7U6kW2WGhiBKLTc6f-WnQA
https://www.instagram.com/joya_soul/
https://www.joyasoulmusic.com/
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Because I’m Free  

Leah Kirrane’s debut album is a collection of easy-going, thought-provoking, soul-

infused folk songs, with a bluesy, jazzy feel.  Written, composed and performed by 

Leah Kirrane, the message in the music is deep but light, sober yet fun.  It will have 

you tapping your feet, snapping your fingers, and feeling inspired. 

Click the pic to download the MP3 for a donation  

It’s Time for the People to Step In!  

This song, inspired by the words of Marianne Williamson, is a call to rise up and lift 
our voices for the cause of Love.   It draws attention to the plight of American poli-
cies at the hands of the corporatocracy.    

The video was a global collaboration, and was our first attempt at creating a music 
video.   

Click the pic to download the MP3 for a donation  

On Point Polly 

Meet Polly Picket, a paparazzi princess with a penchant for nit-picking the  

problems of high society, and witness her transformation.  

A touching and inspirational story of purpose, written in rhythmic, rhyming, playful 
style. Not your typical children's book, for ages 8-88 and then some.  

Click the pic to download the PDF for a donation. 

The Tale of A Runaway Toenail 

What can go wrong when we don’t know our purpose? A WHOLE LOT! 
Let me tell you the tale of a lonely toenail, and the body he left behind. 
He thought he had no worth, but everything on Earth conspired to change his 
mind. The rhymes may be quirky, but they worky. 

Click the pic to download  the PDF for a donation 

101 Signposts to Recovery 

101 thoughtful observations by Cameron Kirrane, of the lessons he learned 

through recovery process and the counseling of others. It is a scenic, quiet and self 

reflective journey of the soul.   

Click the pic to download the PDF for a donation. 

mni Storefront 
NEW VOOK!! CONTEMPLATIONS 

A prosaic, audio/visual experience of soul-probing, thought-
provoking messages meant to inspire introspection.  

https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_NDECK-pxE&t=26s
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWfnF6ol8ps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HdZvFMq_lw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-T9F9v-IEs&t=1s
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Notice Board 

Ch-ch-changes 
 
• Lol. I remind myself of my mom with her 

constant furniture rearranging and repaint-

ing of the walls.  There are old names laid 

to rest and new names penned. New regu-

lar contributors, trusted voices and artistic 

additions. Always changing for (we hope) 

the better.   

 

 

• You may have noticed we no longer have 

the Twitter logo in our “Contact Us” sec-

tions. That’s because we took down our 

Twitter account due to the blatant censor-

ship and bias coming form the company. 

Though we weren’t specifically targeted by 

censorship, and though Facebook and 

YouTube are not much better, we also con-

sidered our usage of the media platform.  

We did not find that Twitter helped much 

in spreading our message, and it was more 

of a hassle and distraction than a strong 

media tool .  

 

Open for submissions 
Original or shared cartoons, artwork and 

articles with the Omni message, letters to 

Omni Vision editors, ideas for improve-

ment.  E-mail us. Please  write 

“submission” in the subject line. 

 

Omni Vision             
This magazine takes weeks of detailed work 

to put together.  We do it because we want 

to, and we give it for free because we believe 

the world needs these messages.  The ads 

we include are not paid ads; we promote 

what we believe in, and those with whom we 

work.   

 

That being said, we truly appre-

ciate any sized contribution 

you can make to support the 

Omni Foundation cause.   

mailto:theomnifoundation@gmail.com
https://www.paypal.me/theomnifoundation?locale.x=en_US
https://web.facebook.com/leahkirrane/
https://web.facebook.com/omnifoundationsa/
https://www.instagram.com/theomnifoundation/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO3ZdY_9vHlWKI3RAIay_IA
https://www.instagram.com/leahkirrane/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5poD98r96ulgS-jRBCvFmw?view_as=subscriber
http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
http://www.leahkirrane.com/
mailto:theomnifoundation@gmail.com
mailto:leahkirranebooksandmusic@gmail.com
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Our FOUNDATION is a common spiritual understanding:  

 
I Am because we are: WE ARE ONE –  
 
It is from this foundation that the entire enterprise stands. We cannot become a solid unit if 
we see ourselves as separate from the whole. Such is the plight of humanity. Few under-
stand their part in the whole, and so they don’t operate according to their purpose. Our pur-
pose is to be a model of how to operate as one, and to help and inspire others to do the 
same. 

Our Vision 
 
The Omni Foundation is a non-profit company set up to create and support the building 
of Soul Sanctuaries—holistic, self-sustaining and regenerative living, learning and healing 
centers, where the pillars of Awareness, Transparency, Responsibility and Cooperation up-
hold a framework encircling health of Spirit, Mind, Body, Family and Environment; and 
foster Community, Productivity, Education, Creativity, and Leisure. 

  

Our Mission 
  
To bring healing and wholeness to our world by living, sharing and teaching Spiritual, Soci-
ological, Ecological and Economic principles of peaceful and regenerative community liv-
ing.  
 

Our Values 
  
We value a deep connection with our Creator, the One source of all Being. 
We value peace, justice and equity for all life on earth, including the earth herself. 
We value the diversity of life and seek to understand its purpose. 
We value social cohesion and a sense of belonging. 
We value cooperation and generosity. 
We value ecologically sound industry. 
We value wisdom and knowledge. 
We value a sense and space of beauty. 

Holistic living, learning and healing 

A NON-PROFIT  COMPANY 
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http://www.ubuntucivicsacademy.com/
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Thank You for reading  

Omni Vision 
Contact Us 

            

            

                    

 

 

Know yourself:  

Meet that part of you that is in need of healing.  

Accept yourself:  

Embrace the quivering mess and  

allow the walls of inadequacy  

to fall away  

so that your light can shine for all to see.  
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